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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND) has completed a
conformity and quality analysisof the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
for the NWT
Diamonds Project, which has been proposedby BHP Diamonds Inc. and the Blackwater
Group (Proponent). The EIS was submitted by the Proponent to the Panel on July 23, 1995.

DIAND concludes that the EIS substantially addressesthe information requirementsof the EIS
Guidelines. There are, however, certain deficiencies in the EIS, some of which are considered
significant. It is the department's view that there is sufficient time beforethe start of public
hearings for the proponent to substantially address these deficiencies.
In particular, DIAND anticipates thatthe deficiencies which may be of the greatest interest to
of the information
the Panel will be addressed when the Proponent provides an analysis
collected during the 1995 summer field season. These and other deficiencies may also be
addressed through reworking of existing data.

The Department's concerns with regardto the EIS fall into six main areas of deficiency which
are as follows:
1) Terrain and Permafrost

The Terrain and Permafrost sections lackthe detail necessary to characterize the localterrain
and permafrost conditions. Information isneeded to clearly assess the potential
effects of the
project (facilities, disturbances) on the physical environment. Similarly, theeffects of the
(eg., effects of
physical environment on the project infrastructure are inadequately addressed
permafrost on Misery Haul Road dam
or structures).
2) Waste Management

The proponent does not providean overall perspectiveon how potentially adverseeffects will be
managed in terms of wastemanagement/minimization plans, Specific concerns includetailings
and waste rock material, metal levels in lake sediment proposed
for future reclamation, and acid
generating rock identification and management.
3) Water Management

Additional informationis required to clearly describe the rationale behind the Proponent's
project designas it relates to water management. Potential problems relatingto groundwater
no discussion is givento the effects of snow on the
seepages are only briefly outlined while
of water
hydrological regime withinthe claim block. In addition, a comprehensive review
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management is complicated by inconsistencies between related sections and the apparent
inequity in the water balance projections.
4) Traditional Knowledge

Despite gooduse of TK that was available, is
it expected that the additionalTK that shouldbe
assist in
available after the conclusion of the Proponent's contracts with Aboriginal groups would
with collection of TK would best
the development of the EIS. Those Aboriginal groups involved
to the EIS of theTK still
be able to advise the panel on the availability and significance
outstanding.
5 ) Monitoring

Discussion in the EIS focuses on progressive abandonment during the operation phase of the
project, DIAND is encouraged to see the concept of progressive restoration as a cornerstone in
the environmental management plans. However, the treatment of post-closure monitoring and
possible time frames is lacking or insufficient, Monitoring during the construction phase also
receives insufficient attention, most noticeably in several areas where impacts are possible and
mitigation during construction could be required.
6 ) Cumulative Effects

The information provided does not identify what is being considered a cumulative
effect. It also
does not adequately outline the approaches and methods
to be used in monitoring cumulative
effects. As the Proponent proposesan incremental or staged development, informationi s needed
on the cumulative effectof each stage in addition to the identification
of the potential cumulative
effects of mining futurepipes, A first step to monitoring the cumulative effectsof the project
would be an evaluation of the effectsof the bulk sampling program to date, something which has
not been done adequately.
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2.0

METHODOLOGY FOR the CONFORMITY AND QUAliTY ANALYSIS

The following summarizes the methodologyfor completing the analysis relative to the Final
Guidelines as issued by the BHP Diamond Mine Environmental Assessment Panel.

E

As the initiating department, DIAND has a responsibility to ensure that all federal departments
with specialist knowledge have reviewed
BHP’s EIS within respective departmental mandates.
To address this responsibility, DIAND has established an interdepartmental working group to
encourage an exchange of information between Federal Departments and to coordinatefederal
efforts throughout the review process. Departments participating on the interdepartmental
working group include the Department of the Environment, the Department ofFisheries and
Oceans (including Canadian Coast Guard), Natural Resources Canada, Health
Canada, and the
Department of Human Resources Development. In addition, the Government of the NWT has
appointed a representative to facilitate information exchange between governments.

The methodology in which DIAND used to complete the analysis was as follows:

1 . Sections were intially analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively basedon the nature and
adequacy of information provided. The adequacyof information providedby each
reference, for every Guideline section, was assessed and discussed on
an “as
necessary” basis. Adequacy was assessed by determining if enough information and
detail was provided regarding the purpose, methods and results of any research.

2. After the quantitative and qualitative analysis was completed a conformity
determination was made. Conformity was determined based on whether the
information requested by the Guidelines was available and of adequate quality. If both
these conditions were met, the responseby the Proponent to that specific Guideline was
deemed to be in conformity. If one or both of these conditions were not metby the
Proponent, the EIS was deemed to be not in conformity with the Guidelines, Finally,
if the amount of information lacking was minor,the response was deemed to conform
in part with the Guidelines.
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The results of this analysis are summarized in tabular form (Section, 2.1 Summary of
Conformity) with the detailed analysis in the sections following. The format used in the
detailed analysis is as follows:
EIS Guideline Requirements
The section of the EIS Guideline (and paragraph number) as listed in the Table of Conformity
was quoted.

EIS Reference & Title
The reference and title evaluatedwas quoted, this includedany references found to existin
sections outside of those listed in the Table of Conformity.
Conformity
Quantitative Analysis
Qualitative Analysis

October 1995
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2.1 SUMMARY OF CONFORMITY
The following table summarizesDIAND's conformity analysis of BHP's EIS. The analysis
corresponds directly to the"Guidelinesfor the Preparation ofthe EIS", as set out by the
Panel. DIAND has provided an analysis of all sections excluding Sections 1 and 2, as these
were considered to outline the purpose of the Guidelines. Those sections of the Guidelines
that are clearly outside the department'smandate (where no expertise was available)are
indicated by n/a. Some of the Guideline paragraphs were determined to be instructional, or
statements of intent, thereby not requiring analysis. Those paragraphs not requiring analysis
are indicated by **.

3.0 Objectives

"
"
"
"
"

I

**

I

19

**
**

I

19

**

I

19

305

Proponent should consult....

conforms

I

21

306

Demonstrate an understanding

conforms

Purpose of the Guidelines

301

3.1 Sound Assessment
According to the TOR

302
303

....

Responsibility of the
Proponent
Assistance of all parties ....

304

19

3.2 Consultation
-

"

...

.

22

..
..
..

Panel seeks wide consultation

307

**

...
-.

. ...

"

Explain results in clear, direct

308

I

23

conforms

...
3.3 Sustainable Development
309

Promotion of sustainable dev

"
"
"
"
"

conforms

I
25

....
3.4 Traditional Knowledge
3 10
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"
"
"
"
"
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*"""_"

Focus on relevant matters

311

4.0 Overview of the EIS

Observe the intent....,.

401

402

**

I

29

"
"
"
"
"

I

Assessed significance of
effects..
4.1 Study Strategy

Explain and justify methods

403

I

-conforms
-"-rl

conforms in part

I

32

I

"
"
"
"
"

conforms

34

conform in part

35

....
Treat traditional knowledge

404

1

....
Identify significantgaps . ...

405

36
*""""_

I

1

EIS presented in same format

conforms in part

38

Make reference to rather ....

conforms

39

Present EIS in clear language

conforms

40

conforms

41

4.3 EIS S u m m a r y

conforms

43

5.0 Introduction

"
"
"
"
"

5.1 The Project

"
"
"
"
"

406

I

...
407

408

....
Implement public information

409
. I .

410

Introduces readers to
project....

5.2 The Setting

conforms

I

I

46

I

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

48

conforms

48

~

502
October lYY5

PhysicaVBiological

10

-economic

502

not in conformity
5.2.2 Land Claims

U

ultation

8

504
5,2.3 Regulatory

505
506

Q
I
8

II

conforms

51

conforms

52

"
"
"
"
"

Identify laws, regulations
Conventions
International

conforms in part

53

conforms

54

507

5.3 Proponent

conforms in part

56

508

5.3(a) Compliance
Record

conforms in part

57

508

5.3(b)Safety
Mine

conforms in part

58

508

5.3(c) Commitments
(record)

508

S.3(d) Aboriginal Relations

conforms

60

508

5.3(e)Experience
Arctic

conforms

61

508

5.3(f) Incorporation of

conforms

62

conforms

63

so9

59

...

Identification of obligations

6.0 Project Description

"
"
"
"
"

6.1 Overview of the Project

"
"
"
"
"

60 1

Description
project
the of

I
I

65

conforms in part

....
602

2
1

"
"
"
"
"

Describe Land Claims

503

49

67
Rationale
for components .... coliforms

603

6.2 Management Plans

"
"
"
"
"

603

6.2(a) Waste Management

not in conformity

69

603

6.2@)Supply
Water

not in conformity

71

603

6,2(c) Fish Habitat

notinconformity

603

6.2(d)
Emissions
Air

n/a
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603

I 6.2(e) Traffic

74

603

6.2(f) Humadwildlife

conforms

75

603

6.2@ Emergency
Response

conforms

76

603

6.2(h) Decommissioning

not in conformity

77

6.3 Commitments & Policies
604

605

Commitments
and

"
"
"
"
"

Policies., .,

Educational programs

7.0 Boundaries for the

.....

conforms

80

conforms

81

"
"
"
"
"

7.1 Spatial Boundaries

"
"
"
"
"

701

Physical/biological

conforms
in

701

Socio-economic

conforms

I

I 7.2 Time Boundaries

. .. .

part

83
85

.

"
"
"
"
"

702

Physical/biological

conforms in part

87

702

Socio-economic

conforms in part

88

703

...

*""""_

I

definitions . . ..

8.0 Existing
Environment
80 1
802

Proponent
understanding

"
"
"
"
"

.. ..

Existing enviroment,including
effects related to exploration,...

conforms
in

part

90

conforms
in

part

92

803

The Proponent's description..partconforms
in

93

804

Traditional knowledge .. . .

95

8.1 Physical Environment

805

"
"
"
"
"

part

Focus on effected
components
conforms
in

806
conformityin

8.1(a)
notGeology

806

8.1(b) Permafrost
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97
98

conformity
not in
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806

8.1(c) Ground Instability

100

806

8.1(d) Hydrology

101

806

8.l(e) Water Quality

conforms in part

102

806

8.l(f) Sediment Quality

conforms in part

103

806

8.1(g) Air Quality

conforms

104

806

8.l(h) Climate

conforms105
in part

806

8.1(i) Other Components

n/a

8.2 Biological Environment

"
"
"
"
"

..

Focus on effected
biological..,.

conforms

808

8.2(a) Fish, Aquatic Life

conforms108
in part

808

8.2(b)Birds, Wildlife

conforms in part

808

8 2(c) Vegetation

conforms
110part in

808

8.2(d) Other Components

n/a

807

e

107
I

109

8.3 Socio-economic Environ.
~

809
810

.. .

Existing socio-economic
conditions ...
The functioning and health.. .

811

The socio-economic
environment tobe described....

812

8.3(a) Human Health

812

8.3(b)Demographics

**

112

**

112

**

112

d a ( provided

comment)
812

8.3(c) Social & Cultural

conforms

812

8.3(d) Archaelogical

n/a

812

114 & Resource Use
8,3(e) Land

conforms
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conforms in part

8,3(g) Employ., Education

n/a

118

conforms in part

119

conforms in part

120

8.3(h)Services, Infrastruct.
812
812

I

8.3(f) Economy

115
. .....

. .~

I 8.3(i) Government
8.3@ Other Components

n/a

9.0 Impact Assessment

"""""_

Evaluating effectsof the
project

conforms
in

part

123

902

Baseline for impact assessment conforms in part

125

903

As identified in8 .O ....

conforms inpart

126

904

The prediction of effects....

conforms in part

127

905

Analysis of significance . . ..

conforms

128

901

906
907

Clarify the effects of the
project

conforms

Monitoring changingtech. .. ..

I

129

conforms

130

9.1 Effects on the Physical
Environment.
.

.

~

908

9.l(a) Bedrock, geology, ....

conforms in part

132

908

9.1(b) Permafrost conditions, ... .

conforms in part

133

908

9,l(c) Ground Instability ....

not in conformity

134

908

9.1(d) HydrologicalFeatures ....

not in conformity

135

908

9.1(e) Water Quality....

conforms in part

137

908

9.l(f)Sediment quality..,.

conforms in part

138

..

908

9,1(g) Ambient air quality

908

9.1(h) Climate

....

n/a
conforms

139
1

... ...

"
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. ..

9.2 Effects on the Biological
Environment
909

9.2(a) Fishlaquatic
life

909

9.2(b)Birds & Wildlife

I 9,2(c) Plants & Vegetation
. .

909

conforms in part

142

not in cod-ormity

143

.~

not in conformity
145
"
"
"
"
"

910

I 9.3(a) Human health

nla

910

9.3(b) Demographics

n/a

910

9.3(c) Social & cultural
patterns

conforms

Cultural
9.3(d)
sites
910

I
I

n/a

I
I
I

149
150

910

9.3(e) Land & Resource
Use

n/a

910

9.3(f) Economy

conforms

910

9.3(g) Employment, Education... n/a

152

910

9.3(h) Services, infrastructure .. ., conforms

153

910

9.3(i) Government

154

conforms in part

10.0 Mitigation & Residual

Plans to mitigate effects ...

1001

151

"
"
"
"
"

I

conforms

157

10.1 Mitigation
General and specific mitigation conforms

1002

159

1003

10. l(a) Sensitive areas

conforms in part

160

1003

10. l(b) Mitigative procedures.... conforms in part

161

1003

I IO.~ ( cContingency
)
programs

conforms

162

1003

lO.l(d) Restorative procedures

conforms

163

. .

I ....

I 10.l(e) Compensation programs
I

1003

comforms in part

164

conforms

165

.

1004

Compensation for losses ....

.

I
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1005

....

mitigation
Other
measures
10.2 Residual Effects

The
1006

Proponent
should

166

conforms
"
"
"
"
"

....

conforms
in

11.0 Monitoring Programs

part

168

"
"
"
"
"

I **

programs.. (instructional)
1101

Socio-economic

conforms in part

170

1101

Environmental

not in conformity

172

1102

Socio-economic

conforms
in

part

170

part

173

conforms in part

174

conforms
in

175

Environmental
"

.- .. . .."

"

"
"
"
"
"

..

..

1102

11 .O(a) Objectives
and
schedule

1102

11 .O(b) Selection of subjects ..*.

1102

11 .O(c) Frequency

.,..

conforms
in

part

"

1102

11 ,O(d) Reporting & response .. .. conforms in part

1102

11 .O(e) Cumulative
effects

1102

11 .O(f) Integration of monitoring

1102

1 1 .O(g) Experience
gained

180

conforms

1102

11 .O(i) Effectiveness

conforms
in

1102

11 .O(j) Role of communications

conforms

Summarize
alternatives

....

178

179

11,0(h) Roles of experts

12.0 Giternatives & Future

part

conforms

1102

1201

177

conformity
in not
conforms
in

176

part

181
182

"
"
"
"
"

conforms in part

1 84
I

12.1 Alternatives

"""*""

1202

Project component options,. ..

1203

Pace and scale
options

....

conforms
partin

186

conforms in part

187
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12.2 Future Development

1204

Future development
scenarios...

I

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

~

1

conforms in part

189

13.0 Information Programs

"
"
"
"
"

1301

Public
informed
consulted
and

conforms

191

1302

The
proponent

conforms in part

192

1303

Plans
maintain
to
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PART 11: EIS GUIDELINES
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3.0

objectives OF

THE PANEL'S REVIEW

The purpose of the Guidelines is to elicit anEIS that will move the review process
toward its objectives as set out in the Panel's Terms of Reference. The Panel interprets
these objectives as follows:

301

3.1

SOUND, THOROUGH AND BALANCED ASSESSMENT

302

According to the Terms of Reference, if the Panel concludes that theProject effects are
acceptable, it will develop recommendations on terms and conditions under which the
Project could proceed, If the Panel concludes that the effectsof the Project are
unacceptable, it shall provide its rationalefor this conclusion.

303

A sound EIS is essential if this central objective is to be achieved. It is the
responsibility of the Proponent to preparea complete EIS that includes sufficient data
and analyses for a thorough assessment of the anticipated effects and their significance.
The EIS should identify effects of the Project, assess the significanceof these effects,
and specify what measures the Proponent will put in placeto mitigate negative effects
and to enhance positive effects.

304

Furthermore, the Panel will look to the assistance of all parties to bring forward views,
information and reasoning to ensure that the assessment issound, thorough and
balanced.

DIAND's Conformity and Quality Analysis
BHP NWT Diamonds Project

3.2

FULL AND OPEN CONSULTATION

305

Publicconsultation is an objective of theoverallreviewprocessandameansto
ensure
that the Proponent addresses public concerns. In preparing the EIS, the Proponent
should consult widely with local and regional residents, organizations,
resource users
and government agencies.

306

TheseGuidelines require the Proponent to demonstrate an understanding of aboriginal
rights, interests, values and concerns and to recognize and to respect them in planning
and carrying out its proposed activities. Aboriginal people who have traditionally used
the area must be consulted. The EIS should explain the results of that consultation and
describe the ways in which the Proponent intends to address their concerns.

307

'

308

October 1995

The objective of full andopenpublicconsultationwill also be central to thereview
during the public hearing phase. The Panel seeks the widest possible consultation and
encourages all those interested to takepart in the review of this Project.

In order toachievethisobjective, the Proponentshouldexplainresults in a clear, direct
manner to makethe issues comprehensible to as widean audience as possible.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
3,2 Full and Open Consultation

Guideline Paragraph - 305

EIS Reference AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0
Communications Program andPublicInvolvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

DIANDS’ Conformity and QualipAnalysis
BHP NCYT Diamonds Project

EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
3.2 Full and Open Consultation
Guideline Paragraph 306

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0
Communications Program andPublicInvolvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

I

I

October 1995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
3.2 Full and Open Consultation
Guideline Paragraph - 308

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV
EIS Volumes and Appendices, All Sections referenced
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0
Communications Program andPublicInvolvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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3.3
309

October 1995

respect FOR THE PRINCIPLE OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Promotion of sustainabledevelopment(developmentthatmeetstheneeds
of the
present, without compromising the ability of future generations to meettheir own
needs) is a fundamental purposeof environmental impact assessment. Preservation of
ecosystem integrity, maintenance of biological diversity, respect for the right of future
generations to the sustainable useof resources, and attainment of durable social and
economic benefitsare key considerationsof sustainable development that shouldbe
integrated into the assessmentof the Project. An ecosystem approach should be used
by the Proponent in preparing the EIS to ensure thatall potential effects of the Project
are examined as part of an interrelated systemrather than as isolated units,

24
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
3.3 Respect for the Principle of Sustainable Development
Guideline Paragraph - 309

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV
EIS Volumes and Appendices, All sections referenced

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided suficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

DIAND's Conformity and Quality Analysis
BHP NWT Diamonds project

3.4
310

october 1995

FULL AND EQUAL CONSIDERATION OF TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Traditionalknowledge,whichisrooted
in thetraditionallife of aboriginalpeople,has a
vital contribution to make to a full assessment of the effects of the Project. Those who
live on the land and harvest its resources havean intimate knowledge of the distribution
of resources, the functioningof ecosystems, and the relationship betweenthe
environment and their culture. For many questions that are raised in the Guidelines,
traditional knowledge willhave as important a contribution to make as scientificand
engineering knowledge. The Proponent should fully consider local traditional
knowledge and expertise in preparing the EIS.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
3,4 Full and Equal Considerationof Traditional Knowledge.

Guideline Paragraph - 310

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV
EIS Volumes and Appendices, All Sections referenced
Vol. I, Sec. 1.2
Indigenous
Knowledge
Vol. I , Sec 5.1,1,4 Traditional Knowledge Meetings, workshops, Studies
Aboriginal
Context
Vol. 11, Sec, 1.2
Methods
Vol. 11, Sec. 1.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.3 The TraditionalEconomy
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1-4 Emergence of the Mixed Economy
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.5 The Current Economy
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.6 Concerns
Role of IndigenousPeoplesandKnowledge in
Vol. 111, Sec. 1.2
Environmental Management
Vol . IVYSec. 1 1
Methods
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.1
Local and Regional Perceptionsof the Project
Vol . IV, Sec. 4.2 Aboriginal Employee Perceptionsof the Project
Vol . IV , Sec 4.8
Traditional Economies/Lifestyles

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to
be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
Much of the traditional knowledge is in the process
of being identified and documented,
many
therefore, despite good use of the traditional knowledge that is currently available,
guideline requirements were notmet in the EIS.
For example, the report prepared by the Dene Cultural Institute for the Proponent entitled
“The Importance of Knowing” (see AppendixAl) recommends additional research for TK on
the following:
caribou migration routes and information about when caribou did
or did not use
specific routes,
the effects of smoke and emissionson caribou and small fur bearers,
the effects of water pollution on fish and other animals,
the effects of water changes, suchas water level and temperature, on fish, and
October 1995
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how the elders know that caribou;
- turn away from smoke
- turn away from human scent

Qualitative Analysis:
The quality of the information provided by the proponent is adequate, however additional
information is required.

October 1995
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3.5

311

October 1995

TIMELINESS
ThePanel'sTerms of Referencerequire that theassessmentbecompletedin
a timely
manner. The Panel asks the Proponent and all other participants to keep submissions
focused on matters relevant to the Panel's mandate as defined by the Terms of
Reference.
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4.0

OVERVIEW OF THE EIS

401

The Proponentisexpectedtoobservetheintent
of theGuidelinesandtoidentifyand
arise from
describe all significant environmental and socio-economic effects likely to
the Project, including situations not explicitly identifiedin these Guidelines. It is
possible that these Guidelinesinclude matters which, in the judgementof the
Proponent, are not relevant or significant to the Project. If such matters are omitted
from the EIS, they should be clearly indicated so that the public and other interested
parties have an opportunity to comment on this judgement. Where the Panel disagrees
with the Proponent's statements in this regard, it may require the Proponentto provide
additional information.

402

It is uptotheProponenttodemonstratethatithasidentifiedtheissuesrelevanttothe
assessment of the Project, that it has an understanding of and a respect for the physical,
biological and socio-economic environments into which the Project will beintroduced,
and that it understands the waysin which the Project will affect these environments.
The EIS should also show that the Proponent has assessed the significanceof the effects
caused by the Project, has identified measures to mitigate negativeeffects and has
identified a program to monitor effects andto refine mitigation over the lifeof the
Project. Any proposals to create or to enhance positive effectsshould also be
identified.

October 1995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4.0 Overview of the EIS

Guideline Paragraph - 401

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV
Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.

October 1995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4.0 Overview of the EIS.

Guideline Paragraph - 402

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
EIS Summary, Volumes I-IV

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided a sufficient amount of information in regards to the biological
environment and the physicalenvironment.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided regarding mitigationof negative effectsand program to monitor
effects is inadequate to ensure that caribou migrations would notbe significantly negatively
affected by the Misery haul road. There is opportunity to provide more specifics. Indicating
that "adaptive management" would be used is inadequate. Similarly, regarding vegetation
reclamation, there is a need to ensure that succession of vegetation actually doesoccur after
recolonization by pioneer species.
Terrain and permafrost sections have not received sufficient discussion in theEIS. The
insufficient baseline informationand analyses of the potential impact of the Project on the
physical environment indicates a lackof understanding of the importance of permafrost and
terrain in the northern environment. For example, the effects of thermally induced ground
instability and thermokarst development are not addressed although they have occured in the
main development area.

October 1995
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4.1

STUDY STRATEGY AND METHODOLOGY

403

The Proponentshouldexplain and justifymethodsused to predictimpacts of the
Project on the valued componentsof the physical, biological and socio-economic
environments and on the interactions among these components.In particular, the
Proponent should describehow the valued components of the environments were
identified and what strategy was used to examine the effects
of the Project on these
components. The value of a component not only relates to its role in the ecosystem,
but also to the value placed on it by humans. The culture and lifestyles of the people
using the area affectedby the Project are themselves considered valued components.

404

In determiningitsanalyticalframework,choosingitsmethodology,andconductingits
studies, the Proponent is expected to treat traditional knowledge as having validity
comparable to scientific knowledge. It should describe how scientific knowledge and
traditional knowledge were used in conducting its assessment. A n y assumptions made
should be clearly identified and justified. All data, models and studies must be
documented so that the analysesare transparent and reproducible.

405

The EIS should identify all significant gaps in knowledge and understanding upon
which key conclusions are based and the steps tobe taken by the Proponent to address
these gaps. Where technical, scientific or traditional knowledge debate continues
concerning key conclusions of the EIS, the EIS should contain a balanced discussionof
the issues and a statement of the Proponent's conclusions.

DIAND 's Conformity and Qualiiy Analysis
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 Study Strategy and Methods.

Guideline Paragraph - 403

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 1.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 1.1

Methods
Methods

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent tp this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

october I995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4,lStudy Strategy and Methodology
Guideline Paragraph - 404

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.2
Vol, I, Sec. 5.1.1.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 1.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 1.1
VOl. 11, Sec. 4.1.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.5
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.6
Vol. 111, Sec.l.2

Vol. IV, Sec. 1.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.2
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.8

Indigenous
Knowledge
Traditional
Knowledge
Meetings,
workshops,
Studies
Aboriginal
Context
Methods
The
Traditional Economy
Emergence of the
Mixed
Economy
The Current Economy
Concerns
Role
of
Indigenous
Peoples
& Knowledge
in
Environmental
Management
Methods
Local
and
Regional
Perceptions
of
the
Project
Aboriginal
Employee
Perceptions
of the
Project
Traditional
Economies/Lifestyles

Quantitative Analysis:
Although the intentto treat traditional knowledge as having validity comparable to scientific
knowledge can be found in the EIS, relatively little traditional knowledge is available. Until
that information is available and integrated into the EIS, judgement as to adequacy
of use is
not possible.

Qualitative Analysis:
The use of traditional knowledge thatwas available was adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE, REQUIREMENTS:
4.1 Study Strategy and Methodolgy

Guideline Paragraph 405
-

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.2
Vol. I, Sec. 5.1.1.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 1.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.3
Vol, 11, Sec. 4.1.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.5
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.6
Vol. 111, Sec. 1.2
Vol, IV, Sec 4.1
Vol, IV, Sec 4.8

Indigenous
Knowledge
Traditional Knowledge Meetings, Workshops and Studies
The AboriginalContext
TheTraditionalEconomy
Emergence of theMixedEconomy
The Current Economy
Concerns
Role of IndigenousPeoples & KnowledgeinEnvironmentalManagement
Local and Regional Perceptions of the Project
TraditionalEconomies/Lifestyles

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to
conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
Qualitative Analysis:
There are extensive gaps in scientific information regarding the baseline
infomation for
vegetation and wildlife habitat; the proponent has indicated that the 1995 field season's
(summer) information is important for a more complete impact assessment. There is little
traditional knowledge available and the Proponenthas not indicated where Traditional
knowledge is expected to assist with the EIS, particularly with impact assessment.
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4.2

PRESENTATION OF THE EIS

406

For clarityandease of reference,itissuggestedthatthe
EIS be presented in thesame
order as the Guidelines. However, in certain sections of the EIS, the Proponent may
decide that the information isbetter presented following a different sequence. The EIS
should include a guide that cross-references the Guidelines withthe EIS so that points
raised in the Guidelines are easily located in the EIS.

407

In the interest of brevity, the EIS should make referenceto, rather than repeat,
information that has already been presented in other sections of the document. An
index of keywords showing their usein the text by page number would also beuseful.
The Proponent should identifyin a list of references all sourcesof information used in
the preparation of the EIS. As well, the names of the Proponent's key personnel and/or
contractors responsible for preparing theEIS should be listed. Supporting
documentation shouldbe provided in separate volumes, and should bereferred to by
volume, section and pagein the text of the main EIS.

408

The Proponent should present theEIS in the clearest language possible. However,
where the complexity of the issues addressed requires theuse of technical language, a
glossary defining technical words and acronyms shouldbe included. The Proponent
should provide charts, diagrams and maps wherever useful to clarify the text, Where
possible, maps should be of common scale to allow for comparison and overlay of
mapped features.

409

The Proponentisresponsibleforimplementing
a publicinformation program to explain
the Project under review and its potential effects. During the EIS review period, the
Proponent is encouraged to conduct a public information program to ensure that the
effects of the Project are understood by those who may be affected.

October 1995
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I

EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
4. 2 Presentation of the EIS

Guideline Paragraph - 406

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Table of Conformity
List of Keywords
Reference List
Acknowledgments
Glossary

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to
conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
Qualitative Analysis:
The Table of Conformity provides a initial guide to identifying the appropriate sections as
outlined in the guidelines. In several cases, information relevant to a specific Guideline was
contained elsewhere in the EIS, but not listed in the Table of Conformity, References to these
sections should also have been listed.

October 1995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4.2 Presentation of the EIS

Guideline Paragraph - 407

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Table of Conformity
List of Keywords
Reference List
Acknowledgments
Glossary

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

October I995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4.2 Presentation of the EIS
Guideline Paragraph - 408

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:

I

Table of Conformity
List of Keywords
Reference List
Acknowledgments
Glossary

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity,

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information,

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

october 1995
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I

EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
4.2 Presentation of the EIS

Guideline Paragraph - 409

EIS Reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0

I

Communications Program and Public Involvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficientinfomation.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

DIAND’s Conformity and Quality Analysis
BHP NWT Diamonds Project

4.3

410

October 1995

EIS SUMMARY
The Proponentshould prepare an EIS summary thatwill be easilyunderstood by the
general public and that will provide the readerwith a concise idea of the contents of the
EIS. It should focus on items of public concern and should include all significant
environmental and socio-economic effects of the Project. It should be prepared for
wide distribution as a document separate from the EIS. A written summary should be
available in Englishand Inuinnaqtun and an audiotape version in North Slavey, Dogrib
and Chipeweyan. The Proponent is encouraged to consider alternative means (for
example, video) of presenting the EIS summary.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
4.3 EIS Summary
Guideline Paragraph - 410

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
EIS Summary
Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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PART 111: CONTENT OF THE EIS

I
I
I
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501

5.0

Introduction

5.1

THE PROJECT
This section should introduce readers to the Project.

DlAND 's Conformity and Quality Analysis
BHP NWTDiamonds Project

EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
Section 5.1 The Project

I

Guideline Paragraph - 501

EIS Reference & TITLE:
VOl. I, Sec. 1.1.

The Project

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed tobe in conformity,

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.

I
I

5.2

THE SETTING

5.2.1 REGIONAL CONTEXT
502

The Proponent should provide a general introductionto the regional physical, biological
and socio-economic environmentswithin which the Project is to occur in order to place
the Project within the regional context.
5.2.2 LAND CLAIMS

503

Regional aboriginal peoples and their organizations have concerns related to land claims
in the Project areaand some are currently engagedin negotiations. The Proponent should
explain how these parties willbe fully informed,consulted, and involved in decisions with
respect to -their concerns.

504

The Proponent should describe its consultation process with the appropriate aboriginal
organizations and agencies, and identify any compensation packages and impact benefits
agreements negotiated. The Proponent should indicate how it has been working and
intends to work with these organizations.
5.2.3

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

505

The Proponent should demonstrate its understanding of the regulatory environment by
identifying all federal and territorial environmental and socio-economic standards, laws,
regulations, policies, and fiscal regimes that relate to the approval, construction, operation,
monitoring and closure of the Project. This should include an explanation of how these
requirements will be met and what specific government permits and approvals will be
required for the Project.

506

International conventions and agreements have provisions that could be relevant to the
Project. The Proponent should identify such agreements and describeany actions it may
take in managing Project activities to help ensure that the intentof these agreements are
met.

October 1995
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
Section 5.2.1 Regional Context (physical/biologica1)
Guideline Paragraph - 502

EIS Reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.1

Regional Context

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed tobe in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
he information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5.2.1 Regional Context (socio-economic environment)
Guideline Paragraph - 502

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.1 RegionalContext
Also found relevant:
The AboriginalContext
Vol. I, Sec. 1.2
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3.1 Context: the NWT Economy

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has not provided sufficient information
on the regional context:
Regional context is addressed solely by Figure 1.4.2,“Communities Near theNWT Diamonds
Project”, whichalsoshows
roads. Thereis notextcharacterizingthe
communities (size,
economic role), indicating major industrial sitesin the region other than Lupin Mine,or filling
in the rest of the region’s physical infrastructure(airports, hydro transmission lines, etc. .).
Deficiency in regional presentation has been noted
in conformity analysis of response to Guideline
Paragraph 812 h) services and infrastructure. Correction of the deficiency here could also, by a
cross-reference, resolve that deficiency.

Qualitative Analysis:
The high proportion of data discrepancies identifiedin Sec. 1.3.1 suggests it should be reviewed.
The statement that NWT has the smallest economy is inconsistent with the Proponent’s statistical
sources (Vol. 11, Sec.4.1.14 ), which place it roughly equivalent to PEI and double the size of
Yukon. There are similar discrepancies between the Proponent’s employment data sources
(Vol.
11, page 4.1) and identificationof the NWT as having the highest unemploymentrate in Canada.
More generally, presentation of the NWT economy as the smallest and most fragile among the
in Vol. 11, Sec. 4, nor
provinces and territories is not fully consistent with the baseline description
with the assessment of regional capacity to absorb project-related growthin Vol. IV, Sec. 4.
The identificationof NWT as having the highest unemployment in Canada has been repeated
in
Vol. IV, pages 4.158 and 4.199. Any revision in Vol. I should be reflected there as well.
October 1995
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Although no source is given for the1994 Gross Domestic Product (GDP), it appears to bedrawn
from Statistics Canada, Provincial Gross Domestic Product by Industry, 1984-94, Catalogue #15203, which converts figures to constant 1986 dollars for comparison over time, Expressing 1994
GDP in 1986 dollars does not provide an appropriate context for the 1994 dollar estimate of
project contribution to GDP which follows in Sec. 1.3.3.
The Proponent’s figure for mining’s contribution to 1994 GDP appears to be the “Mining,
Quarrying and Oil Wells” contribution, also from Statistics Canada Catalogue #15-203.
It is noted thatsome matters addressed in the socio-economic portion of Vol. IV appear in Vol.I
under Section 1.4.2Land Claims. The association of wage employment per se with intoxicants
and violence on page 1.46does not reflect the several public concerns dealt
with in Vol.IV, Sec
4.8.1.1; 4.8.1.2; 4.10.4.1;4.10.4.8; 4.10.4.9; 4.10.4.10; In
4.10.4.12.
themoredetailed
sections the Proponent distinguishes potential impacts as arising from higher disposable incomes,
family stress from rotation schedules, or new paths for intoxicants to reach>comunities. The
of stable employment leading to increased selfProponent also notes the potential offsetting effects
esteem, reduced family stress andgreater social stability.

I
I
I
I

October 1995
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EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
5.2.2 Land Claims

Guideline Paragraph- 503

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol, I, Sec. 1.4.2
Land Claims
Vol. 1, Sec. 5.4

Methods of Addressing Future Concerns

I
Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

I
I

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponentis adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5.2.2 Land Claims
Guideline Paragraph - 504

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.2
VOl. I, Sec. 5
Vol. I, Sec. 5.4
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Land Claims
Synopsis, pages 1-12
Methods of AddressingFutureConcerns
Monitoring
Plan

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponent tothis specific Guidelineis deemed to bein conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5.2.3 Regulatory Environment
Guideline Paragraph - 505

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.3

The
Regulatory
Environment

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline isdeemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not "demonstrate its understandingof the regulatory environment". The
explanation of how it will meet the water licensingregime. is deficient.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has listed the federal and territorial acts, regulations etc. and acknowledges that
water licences will be required. However, the explanation of the process involved for
obtaining a Class A Water Licence is incorrect and is outdated. As well, the Proponent does
not state clearly as to what type of Licence it will be applyingfor and time schedule involved
in obtaining the required Licence. The EARP process discussion lacks detailsto what occurs
after the advisory report is submitted to the Ministers of DIAND and Environment Canada.
The Proponent should state the typeof water licence it will requireand the time frame
required to obtain the licence. This aspect should be noted prior to the regulatory process
(prior to public hearings).

October 1995
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a

EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
5.2.3 Regulatory Environment
Guideline Paragraph - 506

EIS Reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.3

Regulatory Environment

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponent to this specific Guideline
is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:

I

The Proponenthas provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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5.3

t

THE PROPONENT

507

This sectionshouldintroducereaders
to theProponent. Of particularinterestis
corporate accountability for management of environmental and socio-economic effects.
Relevant details on ownership of rights and interests in the
Project, operational
arrangements and corporate and management structures should be provided.

508

The Proponent should describeits relevant experience over the last10 years in mining
operations in Canada and in other countries with similar regulatory and social policy
regimes in regard to the following:

I

a)

record of compliancewithgovernmentpoliciesandregulationspertaining
to
environmental protection and socio-economicissues, including details of any corrective
measures or penalties imposed by government as a resultof significant non-compliance;

b)

mine safety, majoraccidents,spillsandemergencies,includingdetails
responses;

c)

record inhonouringcommitments on environmentalandsocio-economicmatters
event of planned or premature mine closure or change of ownership;

d)

relations
with
aboriginal
peoples;

e)

operations in arctic and subarcticregions;and,

f)

record inincorporatingenvironmentalandsocio-economicconsiderationsinto
project
construction operation, closure and reclamation, including programsor techniques for
avoiding or reducing negative effects and/or enhancing positive effects.

509

October X 995

of eventsand
in the

The Proponent should identify and describeany obligations or requirements it must
meet to post a bond or other form of financial security to ensure payment of
compensation in the event of accidents which directlyor indirectly result in major
damage by the Proponent’s operation to the environment as well as to cover the cost of
planned or premature closure.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREIMENTS:
Section 5.3 The Proponent
Guideline Paragraph - 507

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.5
VOl. I, Sec. 1.5.1
Vol. I, Sec. 1.5.2
Vol. I, Sec. 1.5.3
Vol. I, Sec, 1.5.4

Proponent
The
BHP
Blackwater Group
Proponent
Obligations
Principal
Contractors

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline i.s deemed to conform in part

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not provide "operational arrangementsand corporate and management
structures" .

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent does introduce the readers to the Proponent, the sizeof the company, its
offices around the world. It is appreciated that the company is a very large one, however
there is no corporate or management structures (Presidents, Vice-presidents, Directors etc.)
included. These could have been included in the appendices.

The prospectus shouldbe obtained prior to the regulatory process.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5.3 (a) The Proponent - record of compliance

Guideline Paragraph - 508

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I,
Vol. I,
Vol. I,
Vol. I,

Sec. 1.5
Sec. 1.5.1
Sec. 1.5.2
Sec. 1.5.3

The proponent
BHP
Blackwater
Group
Proponent
Obligations

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does make reference to compliance in other jurisdictions, and outlines BHP's
Environmental Policy. However more details could have been included withregards to the
citations in whichthe Proponent was out of compliance.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent refers to 20 minor incidents in coal mines in the US in the past three yearsand
describes in depth the litigation concernsat the OK Tedi Mine In Papua New Guinea.
However, the Proponent was to describe experience with compliance over .the last (10
ten )
years. There is a time span betweenthe third year and the tenth year where there appears to
have been no compliance problems?
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a

EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5.3 (b) The Proponent - safety and response

Guideline Paragraph - 508

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I,
Vol. I,
VOl. I,
Vol. I,

Sec. 1.5
Sec. 1.5.1
Sec. 1.5.2

Sec. 1.5.3

The Proponent
BHP
Blackwater
Group
Proponent
Obligations

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not provide enough detailsof events and responses to spills and
emergencies. Certain spills which directly relate to this project (at the Koala site) are not
included.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has had spills at the BHP Diamonds Project - Koala site. Details of events and
responses todealwiththesespillsshould
be discussed in this section. This would provide an
example of responses to a spill by the company in a northern environment.
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EIS GUIDELINE: REQUIREMENTS:
5.3 (c) The Proponent - honouring of commitments
Guideline Paragraph - 508

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I,
Vol. I,
Vol, I,
Vol. I,

Sec. 1.5
Sec. 1.5.1
Sec. 1.5.2
Sec. 1.5.3

The Proponent
BHP
Blackwater
Group
Proponent
Obligations

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not provide enough details
of events and responses to spills and
emergencies. Certain spills which directly relate to this project (at the Koalasite) are not
included.

Qualitative Analysis:

The Proponent has had spills atthe BHP Diamonds Project - Koala site. Details of events and
responses to deal with these spills should be discussed in this section. This would provide an
example of responses to aspill by the company in a northern environment,
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5.3 (d) The Proponent - aboriginal relations
Guideline Paragraph - 508

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec.
Vol. I, Sec.
Vol. I, Sec.
Vol. I, Sec.

1.5
1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3

The Proponent
BHP
Blackwater Group
Proponent
Obligations

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to bein conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

5 3 (e) The Proponent - operations in arctic and subarctic regions

Guideline Paragraph - 508

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 1, Sec. 1.5
Vol. I, Sec. 1.5.1
Val. I, Sec. 1.5.2
Vol. I, Sec. 1.5.3

The Proponent

BHP
Blackwater Group
Proponent
Obligations

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient infomation.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE Requirements

5.3 (f) The Proponent - incorporation of environmental and socio-economic considerations
Guideline Paragraph - 508

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec.
Vol. I, Sec.
Vol. I, Sec.
Vol. I, Sec.

1.5

1.5.1
1.5.2

1.5.3

The Proponent
BHP
Blackwater Group
Proponent
Obligations

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
5-3The Proponent
Guideline Paragraph - 509

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I,
Vol. I,
Vol. I,
Vol. I,

Sec. 1.5
Sec. 1.5.1
Sec. 1.5.2
Sec. 1.5.3

The Proponent

BHP
Blackwater Group
Proponent
Obligations

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate,

DIAND’s Conformity and Quality Analysis
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6.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

6.1

OVERVIEW OF the PROJECT

60 1

The Proponentshouldprovide a description of theProjectincluding a summary of
those aspects of the Project that could reasonablybe expected to affect the physical and
biological environment, landuse, natural resource use, and socio-economicconditions.
The description of the Project should include roadand air access, open pit and
underground mining, water diversion and lake draining, site facilities and
infrastructure, power generation, ore processing, and waste rock and tailings disposal.
The Proponent shouldalso describe how the physical environment affectsProject
design.

602

A statement of therationaleforselection of theProject components aswell as thepace,
scale and timing of development should be provided. The Proponent should discuss the
state of the art of the various technologies being proposed and their reliability. This
discussion should also show how design, engineering and proposed procedures are
compatible
with,
or will minimize
impacts
environment.
to the
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
6.1 Overview of the Project
Guideline Paragraph- 601

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 2.7.1
Vol. I, Sec. 2.7.2
Vol. I, Sec. 2.9

Facility
Layout
and
Design
Property Access
Transportation
Plan

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponentto this specific Guideline is deemed to
conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The EIS indicates that facilitieswill be laid out in a “compact arrangement” with various
slab on grade. Since the siteis located
structures founded on bedrock, deep footings or concrete
in an area of irregular bedrock topography and relatively “warm” permafrost with potential
massive ice, and boundedby lakes ontwo sides, foundationdesign could bea critical factorin
limiting environmental impacts. The layout does not appear to take into consideration the terrain
terrain types and permafrost
and permafrost conditions on the site since no detailed of
map
features is included. Additional detail on the typeof structures and foundationsis needed to
assess the impactof facilities layoutand design on the physical environment. Information on the
influence of the physical environment on the design the
of project is also limited.

The EIS describes existing exploration roads and the airstrip
and proposed future access and
service roadsonly in termsof their widthsand lengths. In areas where“cut and fill” construction
must be avoided because of permafrost conditions, the topography and terrain and permafrost
conditions have a major influence on the location
and design of overland access routes, but no
detailed alignment sheets showing terrain conditions, topography and road elevations are
included.
of the potential impacts of increased
The EIS states in Section 2.9.1.1, that the results of studies
traffic on theEcho Bay winter road indicate that
the road cansupport the anticipated traffic,
“with sufficient maintenanceand planning”.

Qualitative Analysis:
The descriptionof facilities layoutand design, particularly foundations, is inadequatefor
assessing their impacton the physical environment.
October 1995
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Additionaldetailontheterrain
types, permafrostconditionsand fill thicknessesalong the access
routes is needed toassess the impact of property access on the physical environment,
The resultsof consultant studiesare needed to assessthe potential impactsof the anticipated
increased traffic on the Echo Bay winter road. A description of the traffic on the claim block
should be part of the transportation plan.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
6.0 Project Description and Overview

Guideline Paragraph - 602

EIS REFERENCE,& TITLE:
VOl. I, Sec. 1.1
Vol. I, Sec. 2

The Project
Project
Description

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed
to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

DIAND’s Conformity and Quality Analysis
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6.2

MANAGEMENT PLANS

603
The Proponent should describe plans for the management of environmental effects that have
been incorporated into Project design. These plans should providean overall perspective on
how potentially adverse environmental effects willbe managed and should include:
waste management/minimization plansfor tailings, waste rock, domestic and industrial
solid wastes, liquid waste, and hazardous waste including theuse, handling,
transportation, storage, production and disposalof toxic substances, chemicals and
fuel;
a water supply and management plan;

a fish habitat management plan that ensures compliance withthe "NoNet Loss"
principle of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans' "Policyfor the Management of
Fish Habitat";

a plan to control air emissions;
a traffic management plan for road and air traffic on the claims block andfor road and
air traffic access to the claims block;
plans to control or minimize humadwildlife interactions, including hunting andfishing,
within the claims block and along access
routes;
emergency response and contingency plansfor the claims block and for access routes;
and,
a closure plan explaining mine decommissioning, site reclamation and proposed postclosure monitoring.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
6.2 (a) Management Plan - waste management/minimization plans
Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 2
VOl. 111, Sec. 3
Vol. 111, Sec. 4
Vol. 111, Sec. 5
Vol. 111, Sec. 9

Project Description
Water
Management
Plan
Materials
Management
Plan
Waste
Management
Plan

ReclamatiodDecommissioning Plans

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not "provide an overall perspective on how "potentially adverse effects
will be managed" in terms of "waste management / minimization plans for tailings and waste
rock".

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent provides an overview as to how it plans to manage the tailings and waste rock ;
however, the information is insufficient in detailor not fully analyzedto allow assessment.
The discussion of the diversion of runoff that would enter Long Lake Cells A and D is lacking
detail. Considerable detail is given for the diversion channel between Panda and Kodiak
whereas few specific details are presented for other diversion channels. If not diverted
correctly, these inflows have potential to greatly affect tailings management. Figures 5,2-2
suggests that flow will be channelled over the ground butthere is no discussion of how this
will be done. The life of the Long Lake tailings pond is reported to be 13 to 20 years in
Section 3 and 18 to 20 years in Section 5 . This difference has considerable potential effect on
the tailing management plans.
The Proponent discusses using the sedimentfrom the bottom of the lakes for future restoration
However, further leach tests (test work)are warranted to achieve a better understandingof the
amount of metals that may leach from these sediments and how the company planson
controlling the leachate. The Proponent discusses briefly how it would manage
any acid
generating rock, whether it be waste rock or ore. There is currently some rock that has been
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markedacidgenerating however, further details arerequired with regard to how the Proponent
would manage acid generation.

DIAND 's Conformity and Quality Analysis
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

,

6.2 (b) Management Plan - water supply and management

Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS Reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 2
Vol. 111, Sec. 3
Vol. III Sec. 4
Vol. III, Sec. 5
Vol. 111, Sec. 9

Project Description
Water
Management
Plan
Materials
Management
Plan
Waste
Management
Plan

ReclamatiodDecommissioning Plans

Conformity
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not adequately "describe plans for the environmental effects that have
been incorporated intoProject design - in terms of a "water supply and managementplan".

Qualitative Analysis:
The proponent has not discussed onsite snow management. For example, will snowcover and
drifted snow in the pits be left to meltor removed during winter. This information affects
water balance calculations. It is not clear why a pit dewatering plan is necessary whenTable
3.4-1 shows that water removed asmoisture on ore or water rock exceedsprecipitation,
surface flow and groundwater seepage, The water balance for the project site has many
inconsistencies such as the Long Lake water balance where inputs minus outputsdo not equal
out to zero,
may be
The Proponent does not,discuss in sufficient detail the potential problems which
encountered from ground water (ice) from waste rock dumps or from the Tailings Pond (Long
Lake). More details should be included, as well as a monitoring program.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIRIEMENTS:

6.2 (c) Management Plans - Fish Habitat Management Plans

Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. III, Sec. 8
Vol. II, Sec. 3.1

Aquatic Life Management Plan
AquaticHabitat also reviewed

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline isdeemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The EIS focuses on optimal lake trout spawning habitat (OLTH) in its discussion oflakes,
mitigation and for habitat compensation, whetherby habitat replacementor, as beneficiary to a
compensation fund. The EIS should provide information onthe amount and the quality of
other lake habitats, particularly cover and feedingareas for juvenile lake trout & grayling.
Data on this and for OLTH calculations and other related field observations should be
provided in the appendices.
The EIS is deficient in its treatment of secondary, non-mainstem stream habitats. Secondary
tributaries to lakes, even those dry or subsurface at certain times of the year, are almost
certainly providing locally valuable habitat for various life history stagesof grayling, and
possibly other fish species and, inputting nutrients and invertebrate fish foodorganisms to the
lake systems, It would be appropriate to detail the number of such streams, the types and
approximate areas of habitat being lost, the effect of the loss and possible mitigationor
compensation, These should be relatively simple assessmentsand calculations to undertake.

More details are needed on the direct linkages of water budgets andflood and draw-down
scenarios to aquatic organisms. This information could be estimated if comprehensive and
exact field data is unavailable.
Guideline 603c) specifies "afish habitat managementplan that ensures compliance with the
No Net Loss (NNL,) principle " of DFO's habitat policy. Many of the details of how NNL is to
be realized are still subject to negotiations betweenthe proponent and DFO and as such, final
information may not be available until the Public Hearing Phase of this EARP review. The
proponent should, however, provide its referenced May 1995 report titled "Fisheries
Mitigation Strategy for No Net Loss Policy ". This report may provide the reader with greater
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insight into the considerations relating to mitigation,habitat creation and the concept of
financial compensationfor lost habitat.

Qualitative Analysis:
Discussion of rationales and possible mitigativeor compensatory options relating to stream and
lake habitats for all fish species at all life history stages is weak because of data shortfalls.
Data from the 1995 field season will better position the proponent to address these areas.

The management and protection of aquatic habitat is closely linked to the Water Management
and the Waste Management Plans, both of which have been deemed not toconform to
Guidelines 6.2 a) & b). Conformity of the EIS Guideline requirements for6.2 c) is contingent
on conformity of those other two management plans.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

6.2 (e) Management Plans - traffic management

I

Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. III, Sec. 6

Traffic Management
Plan

Conformity:
The response by. the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided insufficient information with regardto wildlife management.

Qualitative Analysis:
Traffic management plans during the construction and operational phases are vague with
respect to wildlife interaction, particularly given thatthe spring migration route ofcaribou
coincides with the Misery Haul Road,

I
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EIS GUIDELINE: REQUIREMENTS:

6.2(f) Management Plans - plans to control or minimize human/wildlife interactions

Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Vol. III, Sec. 7

Wildlife Management Plan

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
6.2 (8) Management Plan - emergency response and contingency plans
Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 2
Vol. 111, Sec. 4
Vol. 111, Sec. 5

Project Description
Materials
Management
Plan
Waste
Management
Plan

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed tobe in conformity,

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
6.2 (h) Management Plans - decommisioning, site reclamation and post-closure
Guideline Paragraph - 603

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. III, Sec. 9
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Reclamation,Decommissioning & ClosureManagement Plan
Monitoring
Plan

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is
deemed to be not in conformity.
Guideline sub-paragraph6.2 h) specifies "aclosure plan explaining mine decommissioning,
site reclamation and proposed post-closure monitoring ". Section 9 coverage of
decommissioning andsite reclamation is adequate. Sections9 & 10 coverage of post-closure
monitoring is lacking or inadequate.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent describesin detail a number of management plans as required by the
Guidelines, however, it fails to address post-closure monitoring in termsof actual water
quality and quantity data collection, integrity of structures such as dams, verificationof
permafrost modelling and fish and wildlife habitat recovery.
The monitoring plandoes not include any samplingof biota from the Panda-Kodiak diversion
channel. While the Proponent correctly asserts that biological recovery in the channel willbe
hindered by being within a zone of direct water quality impact, at somejuncture the biological
production with this compensatory habitat should be documented to enablea determination of
whether DFO's "No Net Loss" (NNL) principle and the objectives behind it (Le. grow fish)
are being, or will be, achieved. Similarly, an assessment of the productive capacity of the
stream and lake habitats and notjust biological sampling, should be included in the monitoring
program. Such stream and lake monitoring may need to continue into the post-closure period.
Specific details regardingsuch post-closure environmental monitoring strategies are not
essential to the panel's deliberations.
Despite what may be the Proponent's best efforts during mine life, there are potential
for the purpose
requirements for post-closure monitoring that should be identified and scoped
of the panel's review. For example: post-closure water flow patterns and the effect on fish
habitats; riparian zone stabilization through naturalor introduced revegetation; predicted
versus realized productive capacityof diversion channel stream and other replacement
or
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natural habitats; water quality throughout claimblock and more particularly associated with
Cell E tailings area discharge as well as with waste dumps, the road network, settling ponds,
dam and dyke structures.

Qualitative Analysis:
The inadequate coverageof post-closure monitoring appears to stem from theProponent's
interpreting sub-paragraph 6.2 h) and related paragraphs 1101 & 1102 to mean that postclosure reclamation activities should be monitored, not that post-closure monitoring
of
reclamation and other activitiesor undertakings completed throughout the lifeof the mine
should be undertaken. This assessment of the Proponent's interpretation is based on the
statement "Theplan also includes provisions for monitoring post-closure reclamation
activities" in Volume 3, Section 10, page 10.1 and the general lack of discussion of postclosure monitoring activities that follows.
Contrary to the above interpretation, Guideline sub-paragraph6.2 h) (and 1101) appears
intended to apply to monitoring of a wider range of target activities and temporal scopei.e.,
any aspects of the mine operationthat had occurred up to and includingclosure, that could
require on-going monitoring, The intent being that all mitigation and compensation activities
as per the management plans (as specified inthe immediately previous sub-paragraphs a)- g))
are fully and to the extent possible, successfully realized. This would include monitoring to
ensure that activities or works undertaken prior to the commencement ofclosure, and in fact
starting from the first day of the mine's life, are successfully decommissioned and reclaimed
or successfully mitigated, compensatedfor or replaced (e.g. aquatic habitat and water quality).
There is nothing in the EIS that commits the Proponent to monitoring andcorrecting,
potentially for a number of years post-closure, any detected problems(eg. water quality) or
revisiting restorative, stabilizing, or compensatory undertakings that may have failed or not
performed as predicted over the long term. The Proponents's approach is premised on an
acceptable degree of success being realized for all such undertakingsand/or that the validity of
its predictions will be adequately tested and corrected for during the life of the mine. Even
though the monitoring proposed during thelife-of the mine is generally judgedto be good,
these assumptions may not be realistic in the dynamic, harsh northern environment.It should
be noted that DIAND is encouraged to see the concept of progressive restoration.
As discussed under QuantitativeAnalysis above, extensive detailsare not required in the EIS,
rather the identification and scopeof possible post-closure issues,and a commitment to
monitor and remedy, as may be necessary, the long term and post-closurestatus of proposed
environmental strategies. It may be most appropriate to have this concept incorporated into
the terms of reference for the independent environmental surveillance group proposed by the
Proponent.
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COMMITMENTS AND POLICIES
The Proponent should describe its commitments, policies and arrangementsdirected at
promoting positive socio-economic effectsand avoiding or mitigating negative socioeconomic effects. The Proponent should discuss any requirementsfor sub-contractors
to comply with these policies. This description should include policieson:
commutin work rotation, and measures to encourage northern residency of workers;
recruitment, training, hiring, unionization and employment counselling, including those
policies specifically for aboriginal candidates and those promotingaboriginal
participation;
orientation to the workplace, cross-culturalprograms and personal counselling, in
particular those directed to aboriginal workers;
occupational health andsafety, and response plans for workplace accidents;
security management;
reducing the potential for social problems on the job-siteor in the home communities
resulting from the Project, including the policy on alcohol and drugs on the job-site;
accommodating aboriginal personnel wishingto pursue harvesting andtraditional
activities;

use of committees andliaison arrangements to respond to issues raised by employees;
contiacting and procurement, including those which promote local sourcing,
participation of local businesses and opportunitiesfor aboriginal businesses;
education and training, entry requirements, career development counselling, and
training for entry, on-the-job and post-Project employment;and,
encouraging youth to consider and pursue education, training and employment
opportunities.
605
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The description should also include proposed programsfor the education of appropriate
personnel to ensure they are aware of their role in the protection of the environment
and in emergency response plans.
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EIS GUIDELINE FtEQUIREMENTS:
6.3 Commitments and Policies
Guideline Paragraph - 604

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 4 Corporate Policies, Procedures and Commitments

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity

Quantitive Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has adequately described its commitments and policies with respect to 1the
eleven specific items requestedin the guidelines. Much of this information was found in other
sections of the EIS and there were good cross-references as to where to find the information.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
6.3 Commitments and Policies
Guideline Paragraph - 605

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 4

CorporatePolicies,procedures

and Commitments

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed be
to in conformity.

Quantitive Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has adequately described its commitments and policies with respect tothe
proposed programs for education of personnel about their role in the protection of the
environment and emergency responses. Much of this information was found in other sections
of the EIS and there were good cross-references as to where to find the information.
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7.0

BOUNDARIES FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

7.1

SPATIAL BOUNDARIES

70 1

October I995

The Proponentshoulddefinethespatialboundaries
of themaximumarea in theNWT
potentially affected by the Project (the impact area). These spatial boundaries for
environmental assessment shouldbe based on an analysis of impact systems such as
pollutant transport and accumulation mechanisms. Spatial boundariesof the impact
area will vary seasonally and for different impact systems. For example, spatial
boundaries for hydrographic studies related to tailings pond design will
differ from
studies on caribou migration. The boundaries for socio-economic assessment should be
based on an analysis of socio-economic effects directly associated with the Project and
general effects in the NWT. The EIS should contain a justification and rationalefor
the boundaries chosen.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
7.1 Spatial Boundaries (physical and biological)

Guideline Paragraph - 701

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Sec. 3
Vol. IV, Sec. 1.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 5.1

Physical
Setting
Biological
Setting
Methods
Cumulative
Effects

- Boundary
Definitions

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not "define the spatial boundaries of themaximum area in the NWT
potentially affectedby the Project (the impact area). ... based on analysis of impact systems
such as pollutant transport and accumulationmechanisms", The EIS refer to the potential
direct and cumulative effects on the Coppermine watershed.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent defines the impact areafor hydrology as the Coppermine Basin. While little
effect is expected onthe hydrologic regime of the CoppermineRiver, it is expected that vast
changes will occur in the Koala basin;few of which are recognized. It is more reasonable to
restrict the spatial scale for hydrology impactsto the Koala and Long Lake Basin.
The Proponent, in Volumes ii and IV, provides considerable descriptive material on the
physical setting for the project and from time to time infers that all aspectsof the physical
environment are contained within the claim block, Volume IV, Section 5.1 defines the
boundaries from cumulative effects but they are too broad for assessment purposes. The
precise spatial boundaries of areas predicted to be affected by the project need to be defined,
instead of suggesting the whole Coppermine Basin as the cumulative effects boundaryfor
water quality. The inference that theeffects will be contained within the claim block may not
be accurate. For example, during mine development and the draining of the lakes for the
tailings containment area, the increased post-freshet flow has potential
to alter downstream
aquatic ecosystems that relyon a recession. The extent of post-freshet flooding needsto be
defined in terns of a spatial impact outside the claim
block.
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Although the migration range for the Bathurst Caribou has been identifiedfor the purposes of
cumulative effects, the impact section dealing with the non-cumulativeeffects on wildlife was
somewhat restricted to the directly affected area, and to a lesser degree the wildlife studyarea,
Further, regarding cumulative effects; the Proponent indicates the potentialfor further
development in theclaim block outside the five pits dealt within theEIS (Figure 5.4-1 ;volume
IV),yet there is no baseline information for wildlife or vegetation for these areas, Since these
areas have been identified by the proponent as having the potential to be developed, they
should be within the spatial boundaries of the EISfor cumulative effects.

As mentioned above, there is considerable descriptive informationon the physical setting, but
in some areas, key references are not cited, For example, the work by Gibson, Edwards and
Reid completed on evaporation at northern minesites is not included. In addition to this
omission, a number of other references are cited in the text suchas Bengstssen et al. (1990),
Chow et al. (1982), Marsh (1990a and 199Ob), Metcalfe and Ishida (1994), Metcalfe
et al.
(1994), Prowse (1990), Reid (1994) and Woo (1993) are not included in the reference section.
This list is not all inclusive. The entire reference section shouldbe checked against the text.
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EIS GUIDELINEREQUIREMENTS:
7.1 Spatial Boundaries (socioeconomic)
Guideline Paragraph(s) - 701

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.1
Vol. I, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Sec. 1.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4
Vol. IV, Sec.4
Vol. IV Sec. 5.1

Methods
Project Description
Approach to Impact
Assessment
Socio-economic
Setting
Socio-economic
Impacts
Mitigation
and
Cumulative
Effects
- boundaries

Quantitative Analysis:
Boundaries for the maximum area in the NWT potentially affectedby the project are defined
to be: First Nation Communities Rae-Edzo, Wha Ti, Snare Lake, Rae Lakes, N'dilo, Dettah,
Lutsel K'e, Coppermine, Yellowknife and Hay River, the remainder of the NWT, the NWT in
total. In addition, Canada in total has been defined-asa location of study.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate,
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7.2

The time boundaries to be consideredfortheassessment
Project should be based on the following periods:

702

a)
b)
c)
d)

703

TIME BOUNDARIES
of the potentialeffects of the

the
construction
period;
the
operation period;
the closure period; and
the post-closure period.
The closure periodcoversdecommissioning,abandonment
and reclamationofthe
Project site. The post-closure period covers the period after the mine hasbeen
decommissioned and the site reclaimed and returned to a near natural state. Time
boundaries of the post-closure periodmay encompass many years, depending on the
site and on methods of closure.

diand’s Conformity and quality Analysis
BHP NWTDiamonds Project

GUIDELINE
EIS

REQUIREMENTS:

-

7.2 Time Boundaries physical/biological
Guideline Paragraph - 702

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec.
VOl. 11, Sec. 3
Vol. IV, Sec. 5.1

Methods
Biological
Setting
CumulativeEffects

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent for this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
There is little information regarding the post-closure period for wildlife or fish habitat, and
little information of the specific effectson caribou and tap predators during the actual
construction of the Misery Haul Road.

Qualitative Analysis:
The assumption in the EIS is that compensationand restoration of aquatic habitat and related
aquatic (eg. hydrology, channel stability) andterrestrial (eg. slope stabilization) mitigative
measures will be successful. Given the possibility that this assumption may not always hold
true, particularly if closure were to occur much earlier than forecast, the lack of recognition
that there could exist a need for long-term, post-closure monitoring is a deficiency.
The project does not present potential impactson aquatic habitat thatare likely to require
monitoring in perpetuity, however, references to possible time frames shouldbe made or,
perhaps, a commitment to examine time frames and bench marks for success in areas such as
mitigation of sediment yield through vegetative colonization.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
7.2 Time Boundaries (socio-economic)
Guideline Paragraph - 702

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. II Sec. 1.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4
VOl. IV, Sec.4
Vol. IV Sec. 5.1

Approach
to Impact Assessment
Socio-economic
Setting
Socio-economic Impacts Mitigation
and
Cumulative Effects - Boundaries

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part,

Quantitative Analysis:
The construction phase and the operations phase time boundariesare defined, and plans to
manage the closure period are described.

Qualitative Analysis:
A discussion of the post-closure time period (section7.2.d of the Guidelines) is needed.

I
t

I
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8.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTINGENVIRONMENT

801

This section of theEISshoulddemonstratethe
Proponent's understanding ofand
respect for the functioningand health of the physical, biological and socio-economic
environments as theyexist now and, to the extent possible andrelevant, as they existed
prior to the Proponent's exploration activities. Emphasis should be placed on those
components that are likely to be affected by the Project andon those identified as issues
of public concern during the scoping sessions.

802

The Panel's terms of reference call for an environmental assessmentof the
construction, operation, abandonment and reclamation of the proposed Project. For
this assessment, therefore, the baseline is the environment as it currently exists.
the effects of
Nevertheless, the descriptionof the existing environment should consider
the Proponent's exploration activities todate as this information will aidin
of the Project.
understanding and predicting the effects

803

The Proponent's description of the existing environment shouldbe in sufficient detail to
of significance of potentially
permit the identification, assessment and determination
adverse effects whichmay be caused by the Project. The Proponent shouldensure that
all Components identified in 9.0 - Impact Assessment are addressed in the description of
the existing environment.

804

Traditional knowledge may be particularly valuable in providing information on the
past environment and on the existing environment. The Proponent is expected to
include traditional knowledge and expertisein its analyses throughout this section, and
identify such knowledge where used.

diand’s Conformity and Quality Analysis
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.0 Description of the Existing Environment (physicaland socio-economic)
Guideline Paragraph - 801

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4

Physical
Setting
Socio-economic Setting

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

I

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline requests thatthe Proponent demonstrate a understandingof the existing
environment. This was accomplished only inpart for the water quality and quantity component
due to the lack of and inadequate quality of information. Similarly, there is a lack of
understanding of the terrain and permafrost conditionsat the proposed developmentsite,
Although point-by-point examinationof different aspectsof the social and economic setting
under paragraphs 809, 810, 811, 812 identify several specific deficiencies, the essence of
paragraph 801, that the Proponent demonstrate understandingof the. setting, has been broadly
satisfied in those instances. Problems relate instead to quantification or to presenting
information in a way that will contribute to public understanding.

Qualitative Analysis:
Proponent states that it has insufficient data to determine the
monthly average runoff for the
site and some flow rates have a degree of uncertainty. This component is likely to be affected
by the Project with the numerous diversions and dewatering of lakes planned,
There appears to be lack of water quality information from Areas A and B which will have the
potential to effect downstream areas.
The Proponent demonstratesgood understanding of the social and economic Circumstancesof
the NWT and the study region, Emphasis is on communities most likely to be affected by the
project, and there is attention paid toareas of public concern.
There is temporal analysis, addressing traditional useand the dynamics which have produced
current social and economic circumstances. Ethic and spatial disaggregations are provided.
Information was collected from individual agencieswhen published statistics did not provide
sufficient disaggregation.
October 1995
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In general, appropriate indicators have been selected, and data limitations have been respected
in analyses, The only reservation might be with respect to dependence an secondary data
sources where primary sources were available. For example, references and Appendix 11-C2
suggest that relevant Statistics Canada publications or contact people were not consulted
concerning Statistics Canada data series that were used.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.0 Description of the Existing Environment

Guideline Paragraph - 802

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Appendix 11-A6

Physical Setting
Water QualityData

I

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed toconform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline requests thatthe Proponent consider the effectsof the exploration activities
when describing the baseline. This was done only in part with respect to waterquality, terrain
and permafrost.
Information on permafrost aggradationto date into current earth fills would help assess the
feasiblity of using permafrost core tailings retention structures.

Qualitative Analysis:
There is lack of information provided on the metals in Lac de Gras water which affects the
ability to determine the impactsof the exploration activities todate. Although the Proponent
doesstatethataluminumandsuspendedsolidswereelevated
in certainlakesintheKoalabasin
due to exploration drilling, the levels in each lake as the watermoves down stream and
eventually into Lac de Gras is not discussed. Data appears to be included (in appendices) but
discuss the
downstream
effects
(which
appear
to
be minimal
has
not
been
interpreted
to
nonetheless).

I

Whilethe EIS notesthatmassiveicewaspresentintheAirportEskerandexposedduring
exploration activities, the Proponent does not consider the impact of the presence of massive
ice. Massive ice has the potential to impacton the quantities of borrow recoverable and on the
the project through the effects ofmelting of groundice and thermokarstwhichhasoccured
on
site during the exploration phase.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.0 Description of the Existing Environment
Guideline Paragraph - 803

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Appendix II-A6

Physical
Setting
Water Quality

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline isdeemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent's "descriptionof the existing environment"does not provide sufficient detail
with regard to hydrometric, climate data and waterquality.

The EIS also lacks sufficient detailon:
a ) geomorphology andsoils, including eskers and other sourcesof aggregates;
b) permafrost conditions, including areas of discontinuous permafrost, high ice content
soils, thaw sensitive slopes, and stream-banks; and
c) areas of ground instability such as slumping or landslides.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient hydrometric and climate data
to provide an idea of the
hydrologic regime andclimate, but the proponent does not analyseor present the data
adequately. Basically, the data is included but could have been interpreted differently
in order
to provide a better explanation.It is recommended that the Proponent provide amore adequate
interpretation of this data prior to public hearings.
No water quality data was collected for those streams and lakes in Area A and B. Since the
Proponent proposes that runoff from these areas will be diverted to flow into Cell E, with
hopes of discharging them without treatment, it is necessary to have information on water
quality of these water bodies.

The levels of water quality are interpreted for overall basins insteadof individual sites
resulting in up to 38 sites being averaged into one value. In the case of aluminum in the Koala
basin, values range from 0.7 mg/L to 0.02 mg/l but are reported as 0.059 mg/l.
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TheProponentdoesnotinclude
a sufficientlydetailed description or mapping of eskers and
other potential sources of aggregates to determine the effectsof the project on local aggregate
supplies.
The EIS indicates that permafrostt a l k exist beneath lakes and that high-icecontent soils and
potentially sensitive slopesexist, but does not provide adequate detail of description or
mapping of these features to determine the effects on the project.

I

The EIS notes that permafrost-related slope failuresare present but does not provide adequate
project.
detail of description or mapping of these features to determine the effects on the
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.0 Description of the Existing Environment
GuidelineParagraph

804

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2
VOl. 11, Sec. 3

Physical
Setting
Biological
Setting

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemedto be Conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
With regards to wildlife and vegetation, most of the traditional knowledge that could
contribute to the EIS has not yet been collected, whichmakes it impossible for this Guideline
to conform at this pointin time. There is little or no use of traditional knowledge regarding
vegetation.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has made relatively good use of the wildlife traditional knowledge where itis
available.
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8.1

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The Proponent should focuson components of the physical environment thatare likely
to be affected by the Project. The boundaries used to describe the study areafor the
in 7.0 - Boundaries
physical environment should correspond to the boundaries defined
for the Environmental Assessment.
The Proponent should consider the following components and processes affectingthem
in its description of the existing physical environment:
geology;
permafrost;
ground instability;
hydrology;
water quality;
sediment quality;
air quality;
climate; and,
other components relevant to the assessmentof Project effects.
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EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
8.1 PhysicalEnvironment
Guideline Paragraph - 805

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2

Physical Setting

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in Part.

Quantitative Analysis:

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

The Guideline states that the Proponent should focus
on the components of the physical
environment likely to be affected by the Project. The Proponent only briefly touches on
groundwater, which is potentially an important environmental component. The terrain and
permafrost sections also receives insufficient discussion.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent provided minimal informationon the current quality of the groundwater,
Groundwater is an important component of the water system and needs to be discussedin more
detail,
The "Geology" section of the EIS concentrates on regional surficial geology and lacks
sufficient detail on terrain conditions in the main developmentarea. Similarly, the
"Permafrost" section does not presentmuch of the information that should have been obtained
of sensitivity to a
during exploration, nor does it address local permafrost features indicative
change in thermal conditions, instead focussingon limited one-dimensional modelling.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.1 (a) Physical Environment - geology

Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2 .1

Terrain and
Permafrost

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be not in conformity

Quantitative Analysis:
The terrain typing for the mining issite
inadequate andmakes any assessment of environmental
impacts difficult. Thereis no terrain typing in the facilities location, in particular a large scale
map outliningthe potential affected areas. The terrain
typing for the Misery Haul Road is
inadequate as the terrain conditions are merely summarized and unsubstantiated
by ground
truthing. Statements made suchas “Crosses terrain believed to contain excess ground ice”
(section 2.1.2.4, page 2.16) indicate thatno ground truthingof information has been done. The
Misery Haul Road should have detailed terrain types identified
and field truthed to provide
a view to
baseline infomation for engineering designof road and accurate route selection with
mitigate where sections of sensitive terrain exists.
A map outlining all the potentialquarry sites on eskers shouldbe included along with access
of the volumes quoted without maps
roads from these sites. Itis difficult to assess the accuracy
(including contours).

Qualitative Analysis:
The regional terrain information provided are adequate and meet requirement
of the guidelines.
The information presentedon a regional scale needs confirmation, clarification and
characterization on a local scale,

I
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.1.(b) Physical Environment- Permafrost

Guideline Paragraph- 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.1

Terrain and Permafrost

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
Section 2.1.2.5 Local Permafrost states that, “Bodies
of massive iceoccur within most eskers”,
and this statement is augmentedwith a photo, plate2.1.4. The massive ice needsto be clearly
delineated and described to accurately assess impacts. Potential esker material quarrying
and potential ground
requires the delineation of massive ice
to mitigate melting, washout,
and/or a cover of less than a metre and a half.
instability causedby massive ice exposure
Volume estimates of material availableneed massive ice delineations
for accuracy.
The permafrost section requires more accurate information on the local permafrost
conditions
especially in termsof terrain types(i.e. organic terrain). The current information
cites predicted
data collected to date. The
information basedon historical informationwith little detail on the
need for local permafrost conditions identification is important in predicting the introduction
of
permafrost in thetailings dam.
Baseline information on permafrost is
needed to formulate accurate predictionsof the project
the physical environment cannotbe critically assessed usingthe
impacts. The project impacts on
information provided.

Qualitative Analysis:
The permafrost information provides a generic description
of expected conditions. No
comparative analysis or information
is provided on permafrost conditions at other mine
sites in
the region, suchas Lupin.
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EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
8.l(c) Physical Environment - Ground instability

Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.2

Ground Instability

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponentto this specific Guideline is deemed
to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The analysis does not coverthe local ground instability issues. Natural landslides, potential
all need to be
instability of eskers having massiveice cores, and ice-rich organic terrain
of
the
local
terrain
is
needed
to
clearly
identify
the potential impact
addressed. Basic knowledge
on the terrain which would leadto ground instability.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information supplied deals adequately with the earthquake
ground instability only.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.1 (d) Physical Environment

- hydrology

Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.3

Hydrology

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemed to benot in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

The Proponent has not mentioned the effects of snow cover, snowcover management or snow
processes on the local hydrological regime.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent provided minimal informationon the quality of the groundwater asit exists

now.
The Proponent will be operating in an area where snow is present for 8 months a year. Given
the problems presentedby snow drifting and snowmelt that will affect the Project, there should
be a discussion of the snow processes within theclaim block and the affect on the hydrological
regime.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
X. 1 (e) Physical Environment - water quality
Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.4
Vol. II, Appendix ii - A6

Water Quality
Water QualityData

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline requests that the Proponent focus
on the water qualityof the area andthe
processes affecting it. This was covered in part, however, further details and interpretations
should be provided.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent did not collect water quality information from Areas A, B, or Nema Lake, all
of which are important parts of the water quality componentof the project,
The presentation and interpretation of the data is inadequate and does not support the
statements made. Averaging the values from all 38 sites in the Koala basin is inappropriate
and does not provide enough informationto properly describe the environment. In addition
comparison of one site in the South basin to an averageof 38 sites in theKoala basin, is not
adequate to support the conclusion that the two basinsare similar.
Many references in this sectionare not included in the bibliography so their relevance cannot
be substantiated. There is no information provided on the location of any previous studies or
geography of the sites sampled.
Limited information is providedon the sites of the 1993 sampling program or on the
methodologies employed in the entire baseline sampling collections. The Proponent has not
fully described the Quality Assurance/QualityControl procedures and terminologyfor the
water quality sampling program. This information is required to interpret the results.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.1 (f) Physical Environment

- sediment quality

Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.5
Vol. 11, Appendix ii-a4

I

Sediment
Quality
SedimentResults

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline requested that the Proponent describe sediment qualityof the area; this was
only partially done.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent hasnot provided enough informationto substantiate some of the statements
made regarding the changes in sediment throughout the season and the temporal variabilityof
the grab samples.
Limited explanations are provided to explain the various findings in each of the lakes sampled
and the implicationsof these findings. There is missing data in tables without explanation,
and statements made as if it were there.

I
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.l(g) Physical Environment - air quality

Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.7

Air Quality

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.1 (h) Physical Environment - Climate
Guideline Paragraph - 806

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I I Sec. 2.6

Climatology

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline required that theProponent's "description of the environment .... be in
of significance of
sufficient detail to permit the identification, assessment and determination
potentially adverse effects whichmay be caused by the project". This was only partly done.

Qualitative Analysis:
The methods by which the Proponent determined average annual precipitationare suspect.
Combining the Lupin and Conwoyto data sets is questionable. There is likely significant
degree of climatic variability between the two stations, whichare 80 km apart. The Proponent
should have applied the corrections as described in Metcalfe et al. (1994). It should never be
assumed that sublimation is negligible, In tundra environments, sublimation can removeup to
50% of snowcover.
The information provided is adequate to identify availability
of resources (water), water
balance, environmental impacts and mitigative measures. The information requested has been
available since 1981, from Environment Canada and from Lupin Mine. Further, the
Proponent has provided site-specific data from 1992-94. The state of research has been
summarized, gaps in knowledge have been identified and links between climate change and
traditional knowledge have been made.
Basically, there is a considerable amountof data that has been provided for thisarea, however
it could be interpreted in a manner which would provide a better explanation of the climate
of the area.

DIAND’s Conformity and quality Analysis
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BIOLOGICAL environment
The Proponent should focuson components of the biological environment that are
likely to be affected by the Project. The boundaries used to describe the study area for
the biological environment should correspond to
the boundaries defined in 7.0 Boundaries for the Environmental Assessment.

The Proponent should consider the following components, the interactions between
these components and the interactions withthe physical environmentin its description
of the existing biological environment:
fish, other aquatic life and habitat;
birds, wildlife and habitat;
vegetation including wetlands; and
other components relevant to the assessmentof Project effects.
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EIS GUIDELINE Requirements
8.2 Biological Environment

Guideline Paragraph - 807

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 3.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 3.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 3.3

Vegetation
Aquatic
Life
Wildlife

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has yet to provide important wildlife and fishdata from the 1995 field season.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent so far is of good quality.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8.2 (a) Biological Environment- Fish, other aquatic lifeand habitat

Guideline Paragraph - 808

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol, 11, Sec. 3.1

Fish & other Aquatic
Life
Habitat

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed toconform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The treatment of lake and stream habitats of juvenile lake trout and all life history stages of
grayling is weak. Only what is considered the most important habitat, i.e. lake trout
spawning, receives good coverage. No quantitative information is provided on streams that
were dry during the summer, however, it is important to quantify whether these maybe
individually and collectively,important grayling spawning habitat in the spring and rearing
habitat prior to lake residency.

Qualitative Analysis:
An excellent job has been doneon the food chain and primary and secondary producers and on
fish and other aquatic species' interaction with each otherand the physical environment.
The discussion of fish populations and aquatic ecology is comprehensive, however, McPhail &
Lindsay (1973) and Scott & Crossman (1970), two somewhat dated general text book
references, are heavily relied on for information about life history timing, habitat and food
preferences. A few other more recent references more specifically dealing with the species
and latitudes in question are mentioned however, more should have been sought.
Information from TEK is limited to areas that are fished, Other important information that
may be available, such as timing of spawning, is not referenced. This will be usefule
information for regulatory authoritiesto have when examining final project design
specifications and timing windows for construction.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8.2 (b) Biological Environment- birds, wildlife and habitat

Guideline Paragraph - 808

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
Vol. II, Sec. 3.3

Wildlife

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
Qualitative Analysis:
There was a lack of comparable data for specific wildlifeparameters. For example it would
of dens and wildlife species in
be useful to know as part of the baseline information the density
the directly affected area as compared to densities outside the directly affectedarea to help
quantify or to at least qualify the relative importance of the impactarea.
There was also a distinct lack of quantified data on wildlife and habitat, including interaction
between wildlife species andtheir habitat. The proponent has indicated several times that the
1995 summer field season data is important for a complete analysis. It was not available for
the EIS.

E
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8.2(c) Biological Environment- vegetation including wetlands

Guideline Paragraph- 808

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol, 11, Sec. 3.2

Vegetation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponentto this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.
(interactionsbetween biological componentsand the physical environment)

e

Quantitative ‘Analysis:
Qualitative Analysis:
Although an early vegetation classification hasbeen presented, there islittle quantified data such
of importance to wildlife in the habitat
as relative abundanceof plant species, particularly those
expected to be negatively affected. In particular a comparison of the vegetationon the migration
and terrain shouldbe conducted. Ground truthing
route with non-migration route vegetation
corroboration for the vegetation classificationis needed.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
The profile of the existing socio-economic environment should describe conditions at
the comunity, regional and territorial levels as relevant, in such a way that the
potential effects on the functioning and health
of the socio-economic environment and
the significance of these effects can be assessed. The profile should employ, as
appropriate, socio-economic indicators to help define the features of the system. The
of these indicators according to their relevance
for
analysis should justify the selection
the analysis.

810

The functioning and health of the socio-economic environment
is meant in these
Guidelines to encompassa broad range of matters that touch the people and
communities in the impact area. The closely related concern for the interactions
between the socio-economic environment and the physical and biological environments
should be considered. The term "interactionbetween the socio-economic environment
and the physical and biological environments" is intendedto capture not only uses of
the land and natural resources by people, but also the role of the land in social and
cultural systems.

811

The socio-economic environment to be described is undergoing substantial change
regardless of the Project. The analysis should consider the likely trends in the area in
other planned major projects
the absence of the Project given known information about
or social or institutional changes in the impact area within the time frame
of the
Project.

812

The Proponent should consider the following components in description
its
of the
existing socio-economic environment:
human health;
demographics;
social and cultural patterns;
archaeological, paleontological, cultural, heritage and burial sites;
land and resource use;
local, regional and territorial economy;
employment, education and training;
services and infrastructure;
government; and
other components relevant to the assessmentof Project effects.

DIAND’s conformity and quality analysis
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

-

8.3 (b) Socioeconomic Environment demographics
Guideline Paragraphs - 809, 810, 811, 812

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. ii Sec. 4.1.7
Vol. ii Sec. 4.2.2
Vol. ii Sec. 4.3.1
vol. ii Sec. 4.4.1
Vol. ii Sec. 4.5.1

People/Demographic
Profile
People/Demographic Profile
People/Demographic
Profile
People/Demographic
Profile
People/Demographic
Profile

Conformity:
N/A DIAND did not formally review these subsections. A qualitative note was made during
background reading.

Quantitative Analysis:
N/A

Qualitative Analysis:
While not significant enough to affect conformity, the followingwas noted:
Table 4.4-1 : Yellowknife Population Growth, the column “Percentage Change in Period” is
inaccurately titled. The figures are average annual percentage change in Period. For
example, the percentage change in period 1966-71, from 3,741 to 6,122 is 63.6 % . The figure
shown, 10.4%, is a calculation of the average yearly growth rate which, compounding, would
yield the observed 5-year result.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8,3(c) Socio-Economic Environment - Social and culturalpatterns

Paragraphs - 809, 810,

811,812

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.5
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.6
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.8
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.6
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.5
VOl. 11, Sec. 4.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.5
VOl. 11, Sec. 4.5
VOl. 11, Sec, 4.5.5
Vol. 11, Sec, 4.5.6
Also found relevant:
Vol, 11, Sec. 4.3.6,1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.6.1

Traditional
Knowledge - The Importance of Knowing
The Traditional
Economy
Emergence of the
Mixed
Economy
The Current Economy
Concerns
Economic
Activity/Sectors
First Nations
Communities
Capacity for Growth
Coppermine
Outlook
Yellowknife
Capacity
for
Growth
Hay River
Capacity for Growth
Community
Attitudes
Not “Outlook” as listed,
Comunity Survey
Community Attitudes

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to these specific Guideline is deemed to
be in conformity,

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficientinformation

Qualitative Analysis:
Good characterization of the traditional economy including concise historical summarization
and succinct identificationof subsistence versus wage economy issues. Thorough descriptions
of communities. Could be improved by an explanation why community issues are not
discussed for individual First Nation communities, parallel to the “Outlook” and community
Attitudes’’ sections on Coppermine, Hay River and Yellowknife (limitations described in Vol.
IV, page 4.54, may apply).
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.3(e).Socio-economic Environment land and resourceuse
Guideline Paragraph - 8 12

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.3
The TraditionalEconomy
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.4
Emergence of a MixedEconomy
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.5
TheCurrentEconomy
Vol. 11, Sec.4.1.6Concerns
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.8
Economicactivity/sectors
Economicactivity/sectors
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.2
Economicactivity/sectors
VoL 11, Sec. 4.4.2 Economic activityhectors
Vol. 11, Sec, 4.5.2
Economic activityhectors

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to thisspecific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
'The provided
information

Proponent
by the

is adequate.

a
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8.3 (f) Socio-economic Environment - local, regional and territorial economy

Paragraphs - 809, 810, 811, 812

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.5
Vol, 11, Sec. 4.1.6
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.8
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.9
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.14
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.4
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.3
Vol. 11, Sec, 4.4.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4,4.12
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.3
Also found relevant:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.7.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.13
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.5.10
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.6.2
Vol, 11, Sec. 4.3.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.5.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.6
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.4.11
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.5.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.6.2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.1
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.4.11
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.4.12
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.5
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.6
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.6
October 1995

The Traditional Economy
Emergence of the Mixed Economy
The Current Economy
Concerns
Economic Activity/Sectors
Income and Investment
NWT Revenue and Expenditures
Economic Activity/Sectors
Income
Economic Activity/Sectors
Income
Economic Activity/Sectors
Financial Resources
Economic Activity/Sectors
Income
Traditional Knowledge - The Importance of Knowing
Employment and Incomes
Comercial/Industrial Infrastructure
People/Demographic Profile
ComrnerciallIndustrial Infrastructure
Educatior/Work Force
People/Demographic Profile
Work Force
Outlook
People/Dernographic Profile
Income and Investment
Commercial/Industrial
Work Force
Potential to Benefit from the NWT Diamonds Project
People/Demographic Profile
Commercial/Industrial
Financial Resources
Capacity for Growth
Community Attitudes
Competing/Complementary Projects in the NWT
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Vol. 11, Sec. 4.7

No Development
Scenario

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to these specific guidelines is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is deficient in the followingareas:

NOTE:
GDP (4.1.8.5, 4.1.14,see also Vol. IV, Sec. 4.14.1) since contribution to GDP is one of the
key indicators used by the Proponent to measure project impacts, it is importantthat the GDP
concept and baseline be set out clearly for non-technical readers. Discussing the indicator as a
contribute to the
subsection of territorial government revenues and expenditures does not
understanding of either CDP or government finances. GDP measures the size of theeconomy,
and would most usefully be part of the discussionof economic activity. Explanation of its
value-added nature is necessary to understanding the relative importance of different industries
to GDP.
Consistent with guideline paragraph810 and the concern identified in public consultations that
work rotations not constrain harvesting, it would be appropriate to discuss the limitations of
applying an indicator designed for a monetary economy to a dual economy, and the importance
of being aware whether increases in the indicator mark net growth, or rises in monetized
output offset by losses in subsistence production. An NWT source on the subject is Joseph
Potvin, Ed Weick and Kari Levitt (1989), Estimation and Valuation of Non-monetary
Production and its Integration with the Northwest Territories Economic Accounts, a report
prepared for the Policy and Planning Directorate of Economic Development and Tourism,
Government of the Northwest Territories.

Income (Sec. 4.1,7.2) As discussed above under GDP, it would be appropriate to introduce
these indicators with an acknowledgement that while direct subsistence income is of interest,
these indicators address only monetary income.
Income Support Programs (Table 4.1-18) Add: Northern Air Stage Subsidy, DIAND,
1992-93 total for NWT was $3.8 million.
Cost of Living (Sec. 4.1.9.3,4.2.4.1, 4.3.3.2, 4.4.3.3,
4.5.3.3)The Proponent noted oneof

the indicators used appeared inconsistent with empiracle observations (Sec. 4.5.3.3). The
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unnamed indicator appearsto be the Cost of Living Differential componentof the federal
Isolated Post Allowance (PA). While this is generally accepted to the most inclusive index
available for individual northern communities, it is not a comprehensive indicatorof the cost
of living, and inconsistencies do emerge if inappropriate attempts are made to use it as an
equivalent of the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Items covered (food purchasedfrom stores,
household supplies and services, private and public transportation, personalcare supplies and
services, tobacco and alcohol) accountfor only about 35 % of the family budget represented by
the CPI. Many of the items which the Proponent suggested as inconsistent with IPA -housing prices, municipal taxes, power costs -- are beyond its scope.
The IPA indicator should not be presented
as representative of comprehensive'cost of living in
any of the cited Sections.
References do not suggest StatisticsCanada sources were consulted whena data discrepancy
was observed. Reliance solely on secondarysources, without consultingoriginator publications
or contact people to ascertain data derivation
and limitations, cannot be considered best
practice.

First Nations Communities, Renewable Resources (4.2.3.6)The reader is told that the 55
residents involved in 'agriculture, fishing, or logging' are not fishing or harvesting firewood.
The reader could be left with the understanding that most are engaged in agriculture, which is
probably not the intent,

No Development Scenerio (4.7) The Proponent should note that the division of the NWT will
result in some incremental economic activity associated with the establishment
of the
Government of Nunavut. Opportunities for employment and business canbe expected from
new infrastructure development and ongoing employmentin the Government of Nunavut post
1999
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8.3 (g) Socioeconomic Environment - employment, education and training

Paragraphs - 809, 810, 811, 812

EIS reference & TITLE:

I

Vol. I, Sec. 2.10
HumanResources
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.7 People/Demographic
Profile
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.8 Economic Activity/Sectors
Vol . 11, Sec . 4.1.9.1 Wages/Employment
Sec. 4.1.11 Social
Vol. 11,Infrastructure
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.2 People/DemographicProfile
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.6.2 EducatiodWork Force
Vol. 11, Sec. 4 .
3 - 1 People/Dernographic
Profile
Vol. ii Sec. 4.3.4.1 Work Force
Vol. 11, Sec, 4.4.1 People/DemographicProfile
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.3.1 Wages/Employment
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.4.7 Education Facilities
Vol. 11, sec. 4.5.1 People/DemographicProfile
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.3.1 Wages/Employment
Vol. 11, Sec . 4 5.4.7 Education Facilities
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.5.1 Work Force

Conformity:
N/A Human Resources Development is leading federal review. No concerns were identified
from a DIAND perspective.

Quantitative Analysis:
N/A

Qualitative Analysis:
N/A
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

8.3 (h) Socio-Economic Environment- services and infrastructure

Paragraphs - 809, 810, 811, 812

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 2.7
Vol. I, Sec. 2.9
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.10
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.11
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.5
VOl. 11, Sec. 4.3.3.3
Vol. 11, Sec. 4..4.4
Vol. II, Sec. 4.5.4

Infrastructure
Transportation Plan
stated
as
Infrastructure
Not Sec. 4.1.6
Sec. 4.1.7 as stated
Social
Infrastructure
Not
Infrastructure - Municipal Government
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to these specific guidelines is deemed toconform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is deficient in the following area:
Presentation of regional physical infrastructure is fragmented and unpredictable-- the hydro
power system, for example, is discussed under municipal government infrastructure. It is
difficult for a reader to assemble a picture of the transportation system as background to the
discussions of worker rotation and public consultation. Figure 2.7.2 does not show airports as
stated in the text (Vol. I, page 2.18 1).
Limitations of the regional-level presentation have been noted under conformity analysis
of
Guidelines Paragraph 502, and measures to address one of the deficiencies may serve for both.

a
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I
I

EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
8.3 (i) Socio-Economic Environment- government
810,

Paragraphs 809,

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.2 Land Claims
Vol. I, Sec.Environment
1.4.3 Regulatory
Government
Entities
Vol. I, Sec. 5,3
Socioeconomic
Setting
Vol. 11, Sec. 4
Sec. 4.1.1 Political
Vol. 11,Setting
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.3.1 Government
Vol . 11, Sec. 4.2.5 Infrastructure - MunicipalGovernment
4.3.2 Economic
Vol. 11, Sec.Activity/Sectors
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.2.1 Government
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.3.3,3Infrastructure
4.4.4.2 Municipal
vol. 11, Sec.Government
Also found relevant:
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.1.14 NWT Revenues and Expenditures

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to these specific guidelinesis deemed to conform in part,

Quantitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is insufficient inthe following area:

Baseline federal revenues and expenditures are not provided. Impacts on federal revenues and
expenses are mentioned in Vol. I, Sec. 1.3,3and 1.3.4 and dealt with at some length in Vol.
IV, so this is a subject which a reader might look for in the baseline setting. At minimum, a
cross reference should be provided to the baseline discussions in Vol. IV sec. 4.13.3and
4.13.7.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is deficient in the following area:
The extensive Subsection 4 , l .14.1 on Gross Domestic Product isnot logically connected to
discussion of territorial government revenues and expenditures. This has been noted in the
statement on Guideline Paragraph 812 f), and action to deal with that deficiencymay resolve
this as well.
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9.0

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

901

This represents a critical section of the EIS and the Proponent should be prepared to
respond in detail in evaluating the effectsof the Project. The EIS should provide a
comprehensive analysisof the short and long-term effects of the Project onthe
physical, biological and socio-economic environmentsand on the interactions among
these environments. The discussion of physical, biological and socio-economiceffects
should be organizedto reflect the existing environment described
i n 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3,
and should have regard for the study strategy set out in 4.1 - Study Strategy and
Methodology.

902

The impact assessment should be based on the assumption that management plans,
commitments and policies (described in 6.2 - Management Plans and 6.3 Commitments and Policies) have been put into place. The probable effectiveness of
each plan, commitment and policy should be assessed.

903

As identified in 8.0 - Description of the Existing Environment, the baselinefor the
impact assessment is the environment as it currently exists. However, the Proponent
its Lac
should also discuss the effectsof its exploration activities conducted to date on
de Gras claims block. Further, the EIS should assess the long-term cumulative effects
of the Project when combined with potential future development identifiedby the
Proponent within the claims block. The boundaries of the cumulative effects
assessment should coverthe maximum area potentially affectedby the development and
may therefore extend beyond the claims block.

904

The prediction of effects should be based on both scientific and traditional knowledge.
The.Proponentis encouraged to consult with traditional resourceharvesters,
community elders, the scientific community and government agencies in identifying
Project-environment interactions, and to make reference as appropriate to thenorthern
experience with other non-renewable resource projects. The assessment should also
comment on the degree of uncertainty in predicting the effect identified.

905

The EIS should contain an analysis of the significanceof the effects it predicts. It
should contain sufficient informationto enable the Panel and participants to understand
and review the Proponent's judgement of the significanceof effects. The Proponent
should define the terms used to describe the levelof.significance. The significanceof
predicted effects should be assessed according
to the following:
a)

magnitude;

b)

geographic extent;
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timing, duration and frequency;
degree to which effects are reversible;
ecological context;
probability of occurrence; and
the capacity of resources to meet the needs of the present and thoseof the future.
90

The analysis should also clarify the effectsof the Project on mattersof public concern
as identified in the Proponent’s consultation process and asraised in the public scoping
sessions.

907

The EIS will be considering a Project with a potential operationallife of 25 years or
more before closure. During that time, new technologies will be developed and
science, society and the environment will change. Current and developing technologies
and methods in areas such as closure, tailings management, reclamation of arctic
landscapes, environmentalmonitoring, and community development shouldbe
considered in the EIS. Programs or procedures the Proponent plans to use to monitor
these developments, and mechanismsto allow for implementation of technological
innovations over the life of the Project should alsobe identified.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.0 Impact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 901

EIS reference & TITLE:
IV VOl.
Vol. IV, Sec. 5
VOl. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. I, Sec. 3

Environmental
Mitigation
Impacts
and
Cumulative
Effects
Physical
Impacts and Mitigation
Biological
Impacts
Mitigation
and

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guidelines require a detailed response and comprehensive analysis of short and long term
effects. The section dealing with physical impacts and mitigation provides only a cursory
in table 2.1 shows only the more significant
treatment of the, subject and the matrix provided
effects. Some additional detail is included in Appendix A l , but this also contains an
incomplete listing of the effects of the project.
Detailed data with respect to graylingand juvenile fish habitats is somewhat lacking.

Qualitative Analysis:
The lack of detail on physical impacts reflects the incomplete descriptionof the physical
setting of the site and of the project facilities and infrastructure.
Little specific information is providedon the anticipated concentrations or types of sediment
that may be realized in fish bearing waters. An organism's sensitivity to sedimentsis dictated
by concentration and type of sediment, previous exposureand the age, species, size and health
of the organism in question. Better information is availablein the scientific literature on the
impacts of sediment and turbidity than is referencedby the Proponent.
Data shortfalls with respect to grayling and
juvenile fish habitats do not permit a
comprehensive analysisof the short and long term effectsin those areas.
The premise that impactsare negligible to minor relies substantially on the argument that
0.06% of the Coppermine watershed is directlyeffected, the habitats are unproductive and the
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effected fishery is not of significant value. It appears that these circumstancesare indirectly
used to justify the sometimes only cursory discussionof juvenile fish habitats and the lackof
detailed, quantified field data. Even if fisheries values are low, this may be inappropriate
logic given the applicationof the NNL (No Net Loss) principle and that we are not presented
with any information on possible unique featuresof the fish population that might transcend
the normal concept of landed fish value. Data from the 1995 field season will assist in
addressing these shortfalls.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.0 Impact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 902

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. IV
Vol. IV, Sec, 5
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4
Vol. IV, Sec. 3

Environmental
Mitigation
Impacts
and
Cumulative
Effects
Physical
Impacts
and Mitigation
Socio-economic
Setting
Biological
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided suficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The EIS cannot speak to the probable effectivenessof all of those measures designedto ensure
NNL(no net loss) of fish habitat sincemany aspects are still under negotiation with the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans. Data shortfalls regarding juvenile fish habitat may
prevent an adequate accountingof impacted or lost habitats, potentially limitingthe ability to
determine if NNL is achieved. Data from the 1995 field season will assist in addressing these
shortfalls.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.0 Impact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 903

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 2.4
Vol. I1 - Appendix 11-A6
IV VOl.
Vol. IV, Sec. 5
VOl. IV, Sec. 2

Water
Quality
WaterQualityData
Environmental
Mitigation
Impacts
and
Cumulative
Effects
Physical
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline requested the Proponent to "discuss effects
of exploration conducted to date,
with boundary extending beyond the claimsblock". This has been done in part but the
Proponent could have interpreted the resultsin a manner that outlines the effects throughout
the claims block.
The EIS refers to instances where exploration activitieshave lead to permafrost melting and
thaw subsidence and massive ice exposed at a borrow materialexcavation, but the potential
effects and other disturbances have not beendescribed. For example, additional borrow
materials may be required to prevent permafrost thawingand subsidence, while massive icein
borrow pits may severely limit the quantitiesof material available.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent does state that there have been effects from
drilling in certain lakes, such as
higher suspended solid and aluminum levels. However, there is data throughout the Koala
Basin and into Lac de Gras that could have been better interpretedto show that the effects did
not carry on through the system. It is recommended that the Proponent provide this
information prior to the public hearings.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

I
I

9.0 Impact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 904

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl.
Environmental
IVImpacts
Vol. IV, Sec. 5
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
VOl. 11, Sec, 4
VOl. IV, Sec. 3

and Mitigation
Cumulative
Effects
Physical
Impacts
and
Mitigation
Socio-economic
Setting
Biological
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
For the wildlife and vegetatio/Habitat issues there was very little use of traditional knowledge,
particularly with regards to impacts, sincemost has not yet been collected.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is inadequate. The 1995 field season and
additional TK, as it becomes available, will assist inaddressingany shortfalls.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.0 Impact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 905

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
IV VOl.
Vol. IV, Sec. 5
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4
Voi. IV, Sec. 3

Environmental
Mitigation
Impacts
and
Cumulative
Effects
Physical
Impacts
and Mitigation
Socioeconomic Setting
Biological
Impacts and Mitigation

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.0 Impact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 906

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl.
Environmental
IVImpacts
Vol. IV, See. 5
VOl. IV, Sec. 2
Vol, 11, Sec. 4
VOl. IV, Sec, 3

and Mitigation
Cumulative
Effects
Physical
Impacts
and Mitigation
Socio-economic
Setting
Biological
Impacts
and Mitigation

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9 .OImpact Assessment
Guideline Paragraph - 907

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. IV
VOl. IV, Sec. 5
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. 11, Sec. 4
VOl. IV, Sec. 3

Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
Cumulative
Effects
Physical Impacts and Mitigation
Socioeconomic Setting
Biological Impacts and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The Proponent should assess the effects
of the project on the physical environment.
This assessment should consider the following:
the bedrock geology, surficial geology, geomorphology and soils, including eskers and
other sources of aggregates;
permafrost conditions, includingareas of discontinuous permafrost, high ice content
soils, thaw sensitive slopes, and stream-banks;
areas of ground instability suchas slumping or landslides;
hydrological features such as lakes and streams, watershed boundaries, surface water
flow, groundwater movement and aquifer recharge zones, flood zones and ice

\

formation and melt patterns;
water quality fromboth surface and groundwater sources;
sediment qualityand quantity;
ambient air quality and noise levels;
climate; and,
any other issues identified through public consultation.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

-

9.1 (a) Effects on the Physical Environmentbedrock geology, surficial geology,and geology
Guideline Paragraph

- 908

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 2.1

Terrain
Impacts

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemed to
conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The impacts focus mainly on the mineral claims block with a few impacts having regional scope.
The impactsof the increased traffic on the winter road are not identified
or discussed. Increased
and the lake margins. Lake margins are sensitive
traffic will potentially impact on the portages
years as water levels have decreased significantly.
areas particularly in recent
The EIS notes in Section2.1 that construction and mining activities will have "primary" impacts
of their effects on the physical environment. It states that
but provides only a cursory discussion
the extentof these will be "controlled
by the engineering plan"but provides no detailed
description of site facilitiesand access. The EIS acknowledges that these activities will also
create "secondary" impacts (that
"may include increased erosion, slope stability,and subsidence),
is no
whose severityis related to "surficial soils, permafrost conditions, and topography.'' There
thebut
EIS states that the impacts
will be
detailed mapping of any of these terrain components,
2.1.1, a
"minimal" becauseo f other mines have been constructed on permafrost. In section
general description of the impacts
on eskers is provided, but this cannot
be assessed sinceno
detailed informationon borrow material requirementsand source is available.

Qualitative Analysis:
The EIS provides only general statements about potential impacts on the physical environment
with detailed information on terrain
and permafrost. The incomplete
and these are not supported
description of the physical settingof the siteand of the project facilities and infrastructure is
inadequate for assessing the effects
of the project on the physical environment.

DIAND 's Conformity and Quality Analysis
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

9.1 (b) Effects on the Physical Environment- permafrost

Guideline Paragraph- 908

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. IV, Sec. 2.1.2

Permafrost

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponentto this specific Guidelineis deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The permafrost sectiondoes not discuss any impacts
of the exploration activityon permafrost.
Little information is given regarding predicted permafrost engineering designs
and subsequent
The section only identifies the impacts
as
modifications based on exploration experience.
negligible without adequately discussing the current experience.
Section 2.1.2 provides general statementson permafrost impacts, but provides
no detailed
information. Other parts of the EIS note the presenceof features indicativeof thaw sensitive
terrain and showthat massive ground icehas been exposed in borrow pits, but this section does
or sensitive
not assess the effects of the projecton permafrost taliks, high ice content soilsthaw
slopes, as required by the guidelines.

Qualitative Analysis:
The section discusses permafrost mitigation in general terms noting engineering designs
commonly usedto minimize impacts.
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9.1 (c) Effects on the Physical Environment Ground Instability

Guideline Paragraph - 908

EIS reference & TITLE:
Sec.
Vol.
IV,

2.2

Ground
Instability

Conformity:
The response by the Proponentto this specific Guideline is deemednot in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
Removal of granular material and grading of eskers for roads (i.e.airport esker) will create
the and any alterations of
instability through melt-out. Natural landslides have been noted in area
the eskers whichmay lead to their instability should
be identified and mitigation discussed.
There is no discussion of the instability of eskers given that they
may contain massiveice (EIS
section 2.1.2.5)

Qualitative Analysis:
A brief discussion only covers the slope instability
of the waste rockdumps and open pit mining.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

9.1 (d) Effects on the Physical Environment - hydrological features
Guideline Paragraph - 908

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec, 2.3

Hydrological
Impacts

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guidelines requested that the Proponent assess the effects
of the project on a number of
hydrological features. The assessment did not consider surface water flow.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent has established a guideline that lake dewatering
or releases from Long Lake
will not exceed normal plus the mean annual flood. Table 2.3 - 4 suggests induced stream
flows will at times be five times the mean annual flood, The Proponent does not accountfor
the dynamic character of the hydrologic regime. Secondly, the Proponent assumes the amount
of water released from Long Lake basin will remain at8 million m3 (presentflow).after
closure. This assumption is incorrect. The hydrologic regime of the Long Lake basin will
change as Long Lake will be replaced 'with a stream channel. This will likely increase annual
flow from the Long Lake basin. Thirdly, the Proponent suggests the changesin lake storage
resulting from the project will have negligible effect on surface hydrology. Thisis inaccurate.
The hydrologic regime of the Koala basin will be severely disrupted. However, even with
these changes to surface flowin the Koala basin, it is unlikely the hydrologic regimeof Lac de
Gras or the Coppermine River will be significantly changed. The Proponent should
distinguish between the regional and local hydrological effects. Overall, the Proponent should
have identified not only the changes to surface flows but also interpreted the results to provide
an explanation that there should not be any expected significant changes to the downstream
environment.
The Proponent also states that surface diversions will take place to re-route the
flow of those
lakes that would normally drain into Cells A, B, and D of the Long Lake tailings containment
area. While these diversions are referred to as minor with no potential to effect the watershed,
there is no information to substantiate this statement.
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It is noted that the Long Lake containment area is comprised of four lakes, not just one lake.
These additional lakes are not discussed in the EIS.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.1 (e) Effects on the Physical Environment - water quality; surface and groundwater

Guideline Paragraph - 908

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 2.3.2
Vol. IV, Sec. 2.4

Physical
Impacts
and Mitigation
Groundwater Flows
Water
Quality

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guideline requested thatthe Proponent adequately assess the effectsof the Project on the
water quality of the area. This has been done in part.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not provide enough information regarding potential
changes in water
quality in Lac de Gras. Water quality values for the Lac de Gras site have been averaged, so
individual levels of metals in Lac de Gras have not been presented. The impacts of the
development on Lac de Gras can therefore notbe properly assessed.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.1 ( f ) Effects on the Physical Environment sediment quality and quantity

Guideline Paragraph 908

I
I

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 2.4.1

Sedimentation
and
suspended

solids.

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not provide a complete assessmentof the effects of the project on the
sediment quality or quantity.

Qualitative

I

Analysis:

The Proponent does not provide data or interpret the impacts on sediment quality that may
occur from increased aluminum a d nickel settling in lake sediments due to the exploration
activity.

I
I

I
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EIS GUIDELINE requirements

9.1 (h) Effects on the Physical Environment - climate

Guideline Paragraph - 908

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 2.6

Climatology
Impacts

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided is adequate to identify climatological impacts and the
appropriate
mitigative measures. Key climatic impacts have been identifiedas: heat island effects, wind
regime modification, acid deposition. Mitigation will essentiallybe the use of low sulphur
diesel fuel.
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9.2

909

EFFECTS ON THE BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
The effects of the Project on thebiologicalenvironmentshould be evaluated. This
evaluation should embody the concepts of ecosystem integrity and biologicaldiversity
in relation to the following:

a)

for fish species and other aquatic life of ecological, economic
importance:

or otherhuman

the regional occurrence of the species,
relative seasonal abundance anddistribution of the species, and an estimate of
the productive capacity of the water bodies,
health of the species and contaminant loading,

the migratory patterns and routes and the corresponding sensitive
periods where
these routes cross habitat affected by the Project,
habitat areas, including spawning, nursery, feeding and over-wintering areas,
and the identificationof any sensitive periodsfor each of these habitatareas,
management or other protected areas,
habitats of any rare species or species with federal, territorial, regional or local
designated status (vulnerable, threatened, endangered or extirpated),
any other issues identified through public consultations; and

b)

October 1995

far birds and wildlife of ecological, economic or otherhuman importance, and in
particular caribou, grizzly bear and fur-bearing animals:
of thespecies,

1)

theregionaloccurrence

2)

relativeseasonalabundanceand

3)

health of thespecies and contaminant loading,

4)

theseasonalrange or habitat use, movements,andpopulation status,

5)

themigratorypatternsandroutes andthecorrespondingsensitive
these routes cross habitat affectedby the Project,

distribution of the species,

periods where
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c)

October 1995

6)

significanthabitatssuchas eskers, calving and rearing areas, breedingand
denning/nestingsites, migratory bird staging areas and migrationstops, and
special locations such as minerallicks, water crossings and insect reliefhabitats,

7)

wildlifemanagementareasandestablishedorproposedsanctuaries
wildlife areas,

8)

habitats of any rare species or species with federal, territorial, regional or local
designated status (vulnerable, threatened, endangeredor extirpated), and

9)

any other wildlifeissuesidentified through publicconsultations;

or other

for plantandvegetationcommunities of ecological,economicorotherhuman
importance, including wetlands suchas bogs, fens, marshes, swamps and shallow
waters:

of thespecies,

1)

theregionaloccurrence

2)

relativeseasonalabundanceand

3)

health of thespecies andcontaminantloading,

4)

rare or uniquespecies or speciesassemblages,includingplant species with
federal, territorial, regional or local designated status (vulnerable, threatened,
endangered or extirpated), and

5)

any otherissuesidentifiedthroughpublicconsultations.

distribution of the species,
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.2 (a) Effects on the Biological Environment - fish & other aquatic life, # 1-8
Guideline Paragraph - 909

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 3
Vol. IV, Sec. 3.1

Biological
Impacts
and
Mitigation
Aquatic
Life
Habitats

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
Sections 2) & 5 ) - Theproductivecapacity of rearinghabitats, an importantconsiderationin
meeting NNL is not addressed fullyfor grayling and juvenile lake trout.

Qualitative Analysis:
Refer to 6.2(c)Management Plans - Fish Habitat Management Plans (Guideline Paragraph
603).

I
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

9.2 @) Effects on the Biological Environment - birds and wildlife

Guideline Paragraph - 909

EIS REFERENCE AND TITLE:
VOl. IV, Sec. 3
Vol. IV, Sec, 3.3

BiologicalImpactsandMitigation
Wildlife,BirdsandHabitatImpacts

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
There is insufficient information regarding the1) regional occurence of the species and 2)
relative seasonal abundance and distributionof the species, although the data that was available
attempted to quantify the abundance in the area of direct impact.

I

There was a lack of comparable data for specific wildlife parameters.For example, it is
important to know, as part of the baseline information, the density of dens and wildlife species
in the directly affected areaas compared to densities within the claim block outside the directly
affected area. This infomation is needed to help quantify or to at least qualify the relative
importance of the area that willbe directly affectedby the project.

Qualitative Analysis:
The nature of the information for many species of wildlife was not well quantified, in part
because the 1995 field season data was not available for this EIS.
Specific areas that should be addressed are as follows:
- there should be more information (data) for the relationship of grizzly bears to habitat use
and food sources;
- the number of wolverine is high and should be more carefully assessed as to habitat needs
and the reasons for its success as wellas the potential impacts of development;
- the number of breeding pairs of birds in some areas is moderateto high (70+/ha) and should
be compared to densities outside the impact area
in order to determine the importanceof the
area for breeding birds;
- although there is an assumption made in theEIS that wetlands are important habitat, there is
little information about wetlands, including relative use
of wetlands to other habitat;
- the EIS indicates thataircraft create a problem for birds and yet also indicates that"it is
unlikely that fixed-wingaircraft will present a major influenceon breeding birds or waterfowl
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within the wildlifestudyarea";therewas
727 and 737 aircraft.
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also little info regarding the impact of thelarger
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.2 (c) 1-5 Effects on the Biological Environment- plant and vegetation communities

Guideline Paragraph - 909

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol.Sec.
IV,

3.2

Vegetation
Impacts

Conformity:
The responseby the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemed
to be not in conformity.
(note: 9.2 (c) refers to communities yet items1.4 under (c) specifically refers
to individual
species)

Quantitative Analysis:
Some of the baseline information was inadequate (see conformity analysis
for Guideline 808c),
which precludesan adequate impact assessment.
Regarding subsection 1): impacts
on the regional occurrenceof plant species or community types
was not presented. The information presented only
compared affects on the relative abundance
of the community types that were disturbed.
Regarding subsection3): impacts on health of the species and contaminant loading was not
presented (see qualitative analysis).
There was verylittle information presented regarding wetlands.

Qualitative Analysis:
Volume IV, Section3.2.2.3 deals briefly with the effects of acid rain on vegetation, however
the
analysis is inadequate, Studies have indicated that periodic acid events
are detrimental, including
spring snow meltswhen the snow is acidic.
There is an assumption madein the EIS that revegetation could increase biological diversity,
is not accepted as an increase in diversity but could
however the use of exotics for revegetation
be seen as a threat to diversity.
Road alignments have not demonstrated full integration
of mitigation.
Disturbed areas should include “delineationdrill areas” for kimberlites that may not go to
development.
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EFFECTS ON THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
The assessment of positive and negativeeffects upon the socioeconomic environment
at the community,
regional
and
territorial levels as relevant
should
consider
the
following as wellas any other issues identified though public consultations:
human
1)

I

health

the health effects of the Project on workers, their families and other residents of
the NWT;

demographics

1)

the effects of the Project on demographics, such as Project induced changes in
population numbers, migration and distribution, and the effects of these
changes, including the interaction between local residents and non-residents;

social and cultural patterns
1)

the effects of the Project on the cultural life of the communities,

2)

the effects of the Project on the traditional way of life and on the use of land for
traditional purposes,

3)

the effects of the Project on the social life of communities, on family and
community stablity, on social stability, on alcohol and drug problems and on
crime and violence, including the effectsof a major employment base away
from the communities;

cultural sites
1)

the effects of the Project on archaeological,paleontological, burial, cultural and
heritage sites;

land and resource use

1)

October 1995

the effects, and local perceptions of the effects, of the Project on changes in the
use of land and renewable resources, including traditional landuse; hunting,
trapping or guiding areas; commercial, aboriginal andsport fishing areas;
conservation areas; territorial and federal parks; International Biological
Program Sites or other ecological reserves or preserves; recreation and tourism
areas and recognized scenic areas; navigable waters; and industrial and
commercial areas;
146
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f)

local, regionaland territorial economy
the effect of the Project over its lifeon the local, regional, territorial and national
economies, having regard todirect, indirect and induced effects on income and
employment, in particular:

the effects onwage and salary employment by skills category over the life of
the Project, including estimates of northern, local and aboriginal participation,
the effects of the Project on opportunities for local, regional and territorial

businesses to supply goods and services both directlyto the project and to meet
the demand created by the expenditureof new income by employees and
suppliers,
effects of the Project on opportunities to diversify thenorthern economic base to
produce and to supply newgoods and services,
the effects of the Project on the traditional economy,
the effects of the Project onthe relationship between the wage economy and the
harvesting economy,
the effects of the Project on activities such as tourism, outfitting, harvesting and
recreation,
the effects of the Project on prices and cost of living;
g)

h)

October 1995

employment,
education and training

1)

the effect of the' Project on opportunities for participation by regional and
territorial workers in wage and salary employment, considering suchfactors as
the extent to which the skillsof the available workers matchjob requirements,
the level of interest in mining work, and commuting arrangements to allow
these workers to reach thesite,

2)

the effect of competition for labour between the Project and existing businesses,
institutions and traditionalactivities,

3)

theadequacy of trainingopportunitiesavailable to northerners to take advantage
of jobs created by the Project, including training by the Proponent;

services
and
infrastructure
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i)

1)

the effects of the Project on the use of existing social, institutional, and
community services, transportation facilities andservices, and infrastructure,

2)

anypermanent changes to infrastructureandservicescaused by the Project;

government
1)

the effect of the Project on revenues accruing to federal, territorial, and local
government, and net incremental costs imposed on these governments by the
Project, including savings realized and incremental costsof infrastructure and
services, and,

2)

the effects of theProjectoncommunity andlocalgovernmentorganization.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

9.3 (b) Effects on the Socio-economic Environment- demographics
Guideline Paragraph- 9 10

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.4
also found relevant:
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.3.13

Population
Growth/Decline

Mine Closure

Conformity:
N A DIAND did not formally review this section, Quantitative and qualitativeobservations
were made in the course of backgroind reading.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponenthas provided sufficient information, when
Sec. 4.3.13 is also considered.

Qualitative Analysis:
Reasonable approachto the identification of growth causes, consequences, and absorption
capacity.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
9.3 (c) Effects on the Socio-economic Environment - social and cultural patterns

Guideline Paragraph - 910

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 3.1
Vol. I, Sec. 5.4
vol. 11, See. 4.7
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.1
Vol. I V , Sec. 4.2
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.3
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.8
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.10
Vol. IV, Sec, 4.11
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.12

Fly-in/Fly-Out Work Force Versus Permanent Mining Town
Methods of Addressing Future Concerns
No DevelopmentScenario
Local andRegionalPerceptions of the Project
Aboriginal Employees Perceptions of the Project
Employmentand Income Impacts
TraditionalEconomies/Lifestyles
Community WellBeing
Cross-culturalImpacts
Job andEducationAspirations
'

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed tobe in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE requirements

9.3 (f) Effects on the Socio-economic Environment - local, regional and territorial economy

Guideline Paragraph - 910

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
Vol. II, Sec. 4.6
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.7
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.2
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.3
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.6
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.8
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.13
Vol. IV,Sec. 4.14

Project
Impact
Analysis
Competing/Complemenatry
Projects
in
the NWT
No Development
Scenario
Local and Regional
Perceptions of the
Economy
Aboriginal
Employees
Perceptions
of the Project
Employment
and
Income
Impacts
Local Economies
Traditional Economies/Lifestyles
Government
Income and Expenses
Economic
Impacts

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemed tobe in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE requirements

9.3 (g) Effects on the Socioeconomic Environment - employment, education and training
Guideline Paragraph 910

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.2
Vol. I, Sec. 1.4.3
Vol. I, Sec. 2.10
Vol. I, Sec. 2.11.9.2
Vol. I, Sec. 4.0
Vol. I, Sec. 5.1.1.5
Vol. I, Sec. 5.4
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.2
Vol. IVYSec. 4,3
Vol. IV, See. 4.8
Vol. IVYSec. 4.12

Land Claims
Regulatory
Environment
Human Resources
Training
Corporate Policies,
Procedures
and
Commitments
Community
Involvement
Methods of Addressing
Future
Concerns
Local
and
Regional
Perceptions
of the Project
Aboriginal
Employees
Perceptions
of the Project
Employment and Income
Impacts
Traditional Economies/Lifestyles
Job and Education Aspirations

Conformity:
N/A - Human Resources Development Canadahas the federal lead. No concerns were
identified from a DIAND perspective,

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
Recognition of social responsibilityand northern sensitivities evidenced through human
resource principles and policies, occupational health, safety and environmental policies.
Community involvement demonstrated throughcommunity development programming,
communication and liaisonpractices, and community-based direction through committees
established under the proposed IBA. Impact forecasts appear reasonableand realistic based
upon quantified estimatesthat link demand and supply.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

9.3 (h) Socio-economic Effects - services and infrastructure
Guideline Paragraph - 910

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.6
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.7
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.13
Also found relevant:
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.4.4.1
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.4.4.2

Pass-through Traffic - Yellowknife
Use
of NWT Infrastructure
and
Services
Government IncorndExpenses
Yellowknife - PublicInfrastructure and Services
Hay River - PublicInfrastructureandServices

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

9.3 (i) Effects on the Socio-economic Environment - government

Guideline Paragraph - 910

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.7
No Development
Scenario
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.13
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.14
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.14.4
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.14.5
Also found relevant:
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.2.6
Vol. II, Sec. 4.3.5
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.4.5
Vol. 11, Sec. 4.5.5
Vol. IV, Sec. 4.10.5.1

Government Expenses/Income
Economic
Impacts
Government
Revenues and Costs
Downstream
Impacts
Capacity for Growth
Capacity for Growth
Capacity for Growth
Capacity for Growth
Changes in LeadershipStructure

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific guidelineis deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is deficient in the followingareas:

1. There are a number of errors in Vol. IV, Sec. 4.14.4, Government Revenue and Costs,
which the Proponent should correct:

NWT Mining Tax

- payment referred to as “NWT Mining Tax” - correct name is “Mining Royalties”,
- the comment “(paid to the federal government and then transferedto the NWT)” is
wrong, ,Mining royalties paid to the federal govement go directly into central

revenue. Grants and transfers between the federal and territorial government are a
separate issue altogether,
- the figure of 12% for royalties is correct.
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Federal Income Tax
in the EIS discussion the referenceto “surface mining tax” must be removed as there
is no such thing. Also the term “federal corporate income tax” should be used instead
of just federal income tax.
the federal corporate income tax is not just based on resource profits but is based on
all profits. The EIS should be changed to reflect this.

-

-

The territorial income tax should be changed to the “territorial corporate income tax”. The
figue of 14% is correct.
2. Scope of Federal Revenues and Expenditures Considered

The Proponent approachedterritorial finances from a budget perspective, as revenues and
expenditures on NWT matters, whether or not the expenditure occurredin the NWT. The
nearest federal equivalent wouldbe found in the Annual Northern Expenditure Plan for all
departments, published annually by DIAND. The more detailed version of this publication
includes expendituresby federal organizations that take placein the North (Yukon and NWT),
as well as expenditures in southern Canada that canbe allocated to the North. In this way the
publication providesa unique breakdown of northern expenditures that would have been useful
for this analysis.

The Proponent has chosen instead to discuss both federal revenues and expenditures
from a
national accounts perspective of spending in the NWT, excluding costs incurred outsidethe
NWT to fulfill NWT-related mandates. Reasons for the decision to approach finances of the
two governments differently are not clearly set out, and the fact that federal and territorial
impacts are presented against different baseline measures is not restated in every relevant
section.
Identification of the figure in 4.13.8 as the federalNWT operating deficit is questionable,
since it disregards federal NWT operating costs incurred outside the NWT.
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10.0
1001
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MITIGATION MEASURES AND RESIDUAL EFFECTS
Thissection of the EIS should identify and summarize the Proponent'splanstomitigate
the negative effects of the Project, enhance positive effects, and should identify any
residual effects. The Proponent should comment on the rationale and effectiveness of
the proposed mitigation and enhancement measures.
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EIS GUIDELINE requirements
10.0 Mitigation Measures and Residual Effects

Guideline Paragraph - 1001

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 3
Vol. IV, Sec. 4

Project
Economic
Analysis
PhysicalImpactsandMitigation
BiologicalImpacts and Mitigation
Socio-economic Impacts andMitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline
is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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10.1 MITIGATION
The Proponent should describe general and specific measures intended to mitigate the
potentially adverse effects of the Project. For the purposes of this review, mitigation is
defined as "the elimination, reductionor control of the adverse effectsof the Project,
and includes restitution for any damage to the environment causedby such effects
through replacement, restoration, compensation or any other means. " Mitigation
measures described elsewherein the EIS including 6.2 - Management Plans and 6.3 Commitments and Policies should be listed and referenced; mitigation procedures
introduced here for the first time should be discussed in greater detail.
The description of mitigation measuresshould include:
procedures that would be used to avoid environmentally sensitive areas or periods of
the year;
mitigative procedures which wouldbe implemented during construction, operation,
closure and post-closureof the Project;
contingency programs and procedures designed to respondto accidents and
emergencies;
restorative procedures to be implemented on disturbed sites; and
compensation programs for damage caused by the Proponent's activities to the
environment, to property, or to the land and resource use of others.
With regard to compensationfor losses incurred by users of the land and its resources
(e.g., tourism operators, trappers, subsistence hunters), the Proponent should describe
any existing or proposed programsincluding administrative procedures andcriteria for
eligibility. A comparison with other cornpensation programs for mining and other
resource development activities shouldbe provided.
Other mitigation measures,if any, that were considered should be identified, and the
rationale for rejecting these measures shouldbe explained. Trade-offs between cost
savings and effectivenessof the mitigation measuresshould be justified.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.1 Mitigation

Guideline Paragraph - 1002

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec 1.3
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
VOl. IV, Sec. 3
Vol, IV, Sec. 4

Project Economic Analysis
PhysicalImpactsandMitigation
BiologicalImpactsandMitigation
Socio-economicImpacts and Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity .

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.1 (a) Mitigation - procedures that would be used to avoid environmentally sensitive areas

Guideline Paragraph - 1003

EIS REFERENCE &TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
VOl. IV, Sec. 2
Vol.
Sec. 4
I

V

Y

Project Economic
Analysis
Physical Impacts
and
Mitigation
Socio-economic
Impacts
and Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to
conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The information regarding mitigative measures during the construction
of facilities, in
particular the Misery Haul Road is very general.

Qualitative Analysis:
There is no mitigation measures described for the construction of the Misery Haul Road during
the environmentally sensitive spring caribou migration. There was little specific information
regarding dens or details on how “these dens willbe protected from disturbance” (EIS Vol,
IV, Sec. 3.3.1.3).

E
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EIS GUIDELINE requirements

10.1 (b) Mitigation - mitigative procedures to be implemented

Guideline Paragraph - 1003

EIS REFERENCE& TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
VOl. IV, Sec. 2
VOl. IV, Sec. 4

Project
Economic
Analysis
Physical
Impacts
and Mitigation
Socio-economic
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Quantitative Analysis:
The information regarding mitigative measures during the construction
of facilities, in
particular the Misery Haul Road is very general.

Qualitative Analysis:
There is no mitigation measures describedfor the construction of the Misery Haul Road during
the environmentally sensitive spring caribou migration. There was little specific information
regarding dens or details on how “these dens willbe protected from disturbance” (EIS Vol.
IV, Sec. 3.3.1.3).
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.1 (c) Mitigation - contingency programs and procedures

Guideline Paragraph - 1003

EIS REFERECENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
Project
Economic
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 4

Analysis
Physical
Impacts
and
Mitigation
Socio-economic Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

f
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EIS GUIDELINE r e q u i r e m e n t s

10.1 (d) Mitigation - restorative procedures tobe implemented on disturbed sites

Guideline Paragraph 1003

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
Vol. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 4

Project
Economic
Analysis
Physical
Impacts
and
Mitigation
Socio-economic
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to bein conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.
Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.1 (e) Mitigation - compensation programs
Guideline Paragraph - 1003

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 1.3
VOl. IV, Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 4

Project Economic
Analysis
Physical
Impacts
and
Mitigation
Socioeconomic
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed conform
to
in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent was to discuss compensation programs'for damage caused by Proponent
activities to the environment, to property, or to the land and resources use by others. This has
been done only to a limited extent,

Qualitative Analysis:
An example of detail that is lacking is the exact amount of compensation for fisheries loss in
the lakes that will be written off. This has not been finalized yet but is under negotiation.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.1 Mitigation

Guideline Paragraph - 1004

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec 1.3
Vol, IV, Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 3
Vol. IV, Sec. 4

Project Economic Analysis
PhysicalImpactsandMitigation
Biological Impacts
and
Mitigation
Socio-economic Impacts
and
Mitigation

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.1 Mitigation

Guideline Paragraph - 1005

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec 1.3
Project Economic Analysis
Vol. IV, Sec. 2 Impacts
Physical
and Mitigation
Vol. IV, Sec. 3
Biological Impacts
and
Mitigation
Vol, IV, Sec. 4
Socio-economic Impacts and Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

I
t

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

a
I
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10.2

1006

residual EFFECTS
TheProponent should describe and assessresidualeffects (i.e., thoseeffects thatmay
remain after the proposed mitigationmeasures are implemented) using the criteria for
significance set out in 9.0 - Impact Assessment.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
10.2 Residual Effects
Guideline Paragraph - 1006

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. IV, .Sec. 2
Vol. IV, Sec. 3

Physical Impacts and
Mitigation
Biological
Impacts
and
Mitigation

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to conform in p w .

Quantitative Analysis:
With respect to vegetation and wildlife, since there were inadequacies
in the impact
assessment, managementplans and in mitigation, it isnot possible to conform with respectto
residual effects. In fact, the EIS often indicates that adaptive management would be employed
which tends to indicate residual effects are possible that are not yet identified.
As a result of its inadequate descriptionand assessment of terrain and permafrost, and the
apparent lack of understanding of the significance of these components of the physical
environment, there is insufficient descriptionof the residual effects of the project on
permafrost and terrain conditions,

Qualitative Analysis:
Although the significant criteria for residual effects was addressed in an ecosystem context, the
Proponent has not followed thecriteria for significance set out in 9.0 (of the Guidelines),
Overall, the Impact Significance ratings for residual effects (Table 1.1-2) are low due to the
assumption that a residual effect would have to affect most
of the Southern Arctic Ecozone.
Figure 1.1-1 shows the extentof this ecozone, areas of which could not be affected by this
project. A more reasonable criteria for a residual effect of “major impact significance” would
be if most of the Takijuq Lake Upland Ecoregion (see Figure1.1-1) had been affected.
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11.0 MONITORING PROGRAMS
1101

This section of the EIS shoulddescribetheenvironmental and socio-economic
monitoring programs tobe incorporated into construction, operation, closure and postclosure activities in order to verify the predicted performance of the Project. The
Proponent should describehow the results of monitoring programs will be used to
refine or modify management plans and commitments and policies.This section should
also discuss the ways in which holdersof traditional knowledge andarea residents will
be involved in any monitoring programs.

1102

The proposed approach for monitoring shouldbe described. This description should
include:
a)

the objectives of the monitoring program and a schedule for collection of the
monitoring data required to meet these objectives;

of the subjects and parameters to be monitored, and the criteria used in
b) the selection
their selection;
justification for the extent;

c)

the frequency and geographic extent of monitoring, and

d)

reportingandresponsemechanisms,includingprocedures
to befollowed in theevent
monitored results deviate significantly from predicted
results;

e)

the approaches and methods for monitoring the cumulative effects of the
future development of the Proponent's Lac de Gras claims block;

f)

integration of monitoring results with other aspects of the Project including adjustments
to operating procedures and refinementof mitigation measures;

g)

experiencegainedfrompreviousandpresentmonitoringprograms;

h)

theroles of independent experts, governmentagencies,communities,holders of
traditional knowledge and renewable resourceusers in monitoringprograms, and any
joint monitoring programs established with communities;

Project and

of monitoringprograms,mitigation measures,
i)procedurestoassesstheeffectiveness
and recovery programsfor areas disturbed by the Project; and,
j)

October 1995

therole of communicationsplansdescribed in 13.0 - InformationProgramsandPublic
Involvement in monitoring and procedures to communicate the results of monitoringto
interested parties.
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EIS guideline REQUIREMENTS:
11.O Monitoring Programs (socioieconomic monitoring)
Guideline Paragraph(s) - 1101, 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. III, Sec. 10.4
VOl. IV, Sec. 5
Vol. IV, Sec. 5.8

Socio-econornic
Impacts
Monitoring
Cumulative
Impacts
Monitoring
Measures

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has identified the primary areas for monitoring as direct employment and direct
expenditures in the NWT.
Information needed:
Another category "remainder of the NWT" should be added to the list of geographic areas to
be monitored, in addition to the communities that are listed.
The Proponent should outline a plan for monitoring compliance
by contractors to its NWT
hiring directives.
The Proponent should identify how the monitoring
may change for the periods of activity
specified in the Guidelines: construction, operations, closure and post-closure.
The Proponent should discuss its plan for monitoring the general impact on the NWT by the
project. In Vol. IV section 5 , 8 , Table 5.8-1, several cumulative effects (eg. disturbance or
relocation of outfitting operations)are reported to be described in detail in
the socio-economic
monitoring plan in Vol. 111 section 10.4; section 10.4 describes a monitoring plan for only the
direct socio-economic impacts.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent should defineits meaning of regular contact (meetings/visits, written
correspondence, other types of consultation) and identifythe frequency that it currently
envisions (monthly, quarterly, annually, other) for this contact.
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Entry levels and promotions of NWT residents, divided into aboriginal and non-aboriginal
categories and studied by geographic area, should also be tracked and compared with the entry
levels and promotions of non-NWT residents.
The proposed annual statistical report should also contain the results of attitudinal monitoring.
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I
I

EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11 .O Monitoring Programs (environmental)

Guideline Paragraph - 1101

EIS reference & TITLE:
VOl. 111
Vol. 111. Sec. 10

Environmental
Management
Monitoring
Plan

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent for this specific Guidelineis deemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis
EIS Section 10 is well written and comprehensive withthe exception of its minimal treatment
of how "monitoring programs (willbe) incorporated into.. ., post-closure activities" as
specified in paragraph 1101. Deficiencies in this regard are judged to be significant and are
previously discussed in detail under Guideline sub-paragraph603 (h).

Qualitative Analysis
See qualitative analysis for EIS Guideline paragraph 603 (h).

There is little information presented that describesa monitoring program during the
construction, closure and post-closure periods for vegetation and wildlife.

I

1
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11.O (a) Monitoring Programs - objectives and scheduleof monitoring program
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
VOl. 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemedto conform in part,

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has not provided a schedule for the collectionof monitoring data duringthe
construction, closure and post-closure periods with respect to wildlife and vegetation.

Qualitative Analysis:
More information regarding scheduling should be provided,
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIRlEMENTS:
11.O (b) Monitoring Programs - selection and criteria of parameters and subjects
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS r e f e r e n c e & TITLE:
Vol.' 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed toconform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent was to identify selectionof subjects and parmeters to be monitored and
criteria used in their selection, This was done in part, however there may be some additional
parameters which shouldbe looked at.

Qualitative Analysis:
The Proponent could have provided further details on the
criteria used in the selection of the
parameters they have identifiedand rationale as to why other parameters were not included.
Some relevant parameters were not included.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11 .O (c) Monitoring Programs - frequency and geographic extentof monitoring
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed toconform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has partially describedthe approach taken for the water quality monitoring
programs, including the frequencyand geographic extent andjustification.

No frequency of vegetation and wildlife montioringwas provided for the construction, closure
and post-closure periods.

Qualitative Analysis:
Even though thefrequency, the type of parameters to be monitored, and the locations will be
determined through the regulatoryprocess, the Proponent should have included (proposed)
fuller coverage of Lac de Gras - more stations are required for an adequate monitoring
program.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
1 1.O (d) Monitoring Program - reporting and response mechanisms
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. HI, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has partially addressed reporting and responsemechanisms, including
procedures to be followed in the event monitored results deviate significantlyfrom predicted
results.

Qualitative Analysis:
The infomation provided by the Proponent is insufficient with regards to the presentation of
detailed
monitoring procedures. The EIS only refers adaptive
to
management
for wildlife,
very little information is presentedfor vegetation.

I
I
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:

11.O (e) Monitoring Programs - approaches and methodsfor monitoring cumulative effects

Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. III, Sec.10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent tothis specific Guideline is deemed to be not in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has not adequately presented the approaches and
methods for monitoring
cumulative effectsof the project and future developmentof the Lac de Gras claimsblock.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is inadequate. The Proponent should clearly
identify what is being considered a "cumulative effect", The incremental or staged
development of the Lac de Gras claims block has been proposed withlittle consideration given
to the cumulative effectsof this staged development andonly those pipes currently proposed
are dealt with. The Proponent needs to address what cumulative effects could be expected if
additional diamond bearing pipes outsideof the immediate Koala campare developed at some
time in the future.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11,O (f) Monitoring Programs - integration of monitoring results
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS reference & TITLE:
VOl. 111, Sec.10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not describehow the results ofthe monitoring programs will be used to
refine or modify management plans.

Qualitative Analysis:
The hydrometric stations in Koala can be used to refine or update the 180 mm value
determined for runoff. The Proponent has spent thousands of dollars installing hydrometric
stations yet doesn't mention using them to improve water management plans. Also, a
monitoring station is planned from Nema Lake (figure 2.3-6). It presently does not exist. It
should be in place now. It will provide data essential for planning mitigative measures for
changes in stream flow. A regular schedule for snow surveys should be instituted,

The EIS only vaguely indicates how management plans and operations would be adjusted as a
result of monitoring for vegetation and wildlife.
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EIS GUIDELINEREQUIREMENTS:
11.O (8) Monitoring Programs - experience from past and present monitoring programs
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be
in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11 .O (h) Monitoring Programs - roles of other experts

Guideline Paragraph - 1102

I
I

EIS reference & TITLE:
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the
Proponent to this specific
Guideline

Quantitative
The proponent has provided suficient information.

Qualitative analysis
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.

is deemed
to
be

in conformity.

Analysis:
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11.O (i) Monitoring Programs - procedures to assess effectiveness
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided insufficient information regarding procedures
for assessing the
effectiveness of the monitoring programs overtime.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is inadequate. In order to gain from past
experience with previous or establishedmonitoring-programs,the Proponent should have
proposed a method to evaluate the monitoring.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
11 .O (j) Monitoring Programs - role of communication plans
Guideline Paragraph - 1102

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. 111, Sec. 10

Environmental
Monitoring

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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12.0

1201
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ALTERNATIVES AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

This sectionshould summarize thealternativemeans

of developingtheProjectandthe
future development scenarios proposed for the Proponent's Lac de Gras claims block.
This summary should describe the alternatives to Project components or activities and
future development scenarios discussed in greater detail in 6.0 - Project Description
and 9.0 - Impact Assessment.
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EIS GUIDELINE WQUIREMENTS:
12.0 Alternatives and Future Development

Guideline Paragraph - 1201

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 3.2
Vol. I, Sec. 3.3
Vol. I, Sec. 3.4
Vol. I, Sec. 3.7
Vol. I, Sec. 3.8
Vol. I, Sec. 3.10

Open
and
Pit
underground
Backfilling of Open
Pits
Plant
Site
Location
Alternative
Tailings
Disposal
Power
Generation
Options
Future Development

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part
specifically with regards to plant site location.

Quantitative Analysis:
There is no reference to a report or information gathering outlining optionsor evaluation
processes to support the siting of the plant. No alternatives are identified or a statement
saying this is the only suitable site available basedon listed criteria.

Qualitative Analysis:
The criteria are identified for siting the plant along with the preferred priority for the
placement of the remaining facilities, withthe arrangement of the plant site also)outlined.
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12.1

ALTERNATTVIES

1202

The focus of this section'should be on alternatives to Projectcomponents or activities
that have an effect on the physical, biologicalor socio-ecoaomic environment. The
EIS should contain sufficient information for the reader
to understand the reasonsfor
selecting the preferred alternativeand for rejecting others.

1203

The range of options consideredfor the pace and scaleof the operation shouldbe
discussed, and the option selected justified. The Proponent should includean
evaluation of the threshold for economic viabilityof the Project, the different scenarios
contemplated for the lifespanof the mine, and a consideration of the timing of phases
and components of the Project.
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EIS guidelines REQUIREMENTS:
12.1 Alternatives
Guideline Paragraph - 1202

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 3.2
Vol. I, sec. 3.3
Vol. I, Sec. 3.4
Vol. I, Sec. 3.7
Vol. I, Sec. 3.8
Vol. I, Sec. 3.10

Open
Pit
and
Underground
Mining
Backfilling of Open
Pits
Plant Site Location
Alternative Tailings Disposal
Power Generation Options
Future Development

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
There is very little information regarding the physicalor biological effects in the section,
Alternative Tailings Disposal (Vol. I, Sec 3.7), particularly in regards to the underground
versus open pit mining methods. Information should include the environmental impactsof the
surface area disturbedand facilities needed to service the mine dependingon the method
employed.

Qualitative

Analysis:

Information
is
provided
in regards
to
the
economic
rationale
for
open
pit
versus
underground.
The only information on environmental issues is that they will have
to dewater the lakes in
both cases. Permafrost and low winter temperatures are identified as a geographic constraint.

i

I
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
12.1 Alternatives
Guideline Paragraph - 1203

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:

I

Vol. I, Sec. 3.2
Vol. I, Sec. 3.3
Vol. I, Sec. 3.4
Vol. I, Sec. 3.7
Vol. I, Sec. 3.8
Vol. I, Sec. 3.10

Open Pit and Underground Mining
backfilling of Open
Pits
Plant
Site
Location
Alternative
Tailings
Disposal
Power
Generation
Options
Future
Development

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guidelineis deemed to be conforms in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Guidelines request that therebe a discussion of the range of options for the pace and scale
of the operations. The proponent outlines thecriteria which was used to determine the
optimum scale of the operation but does not discuss specific sizes either larger or smaller as
requested by the Panel.

Qualitative Analysis:
There is a good outline of the technical, marketing and economiccriteria used to select the size
of operation needed to meet all the criteria. The Proponent details the considerations it made
before making its final decisions from the alternatives available. It would not be difficult for
the proponent to provide the resultsof the sensitivity analysis which lead to the decision with
respect to thesize of the operation.
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12.2
1204

FUTURE development
Anassessment of cumulativeeffectsrequiresanunderstanding
of the future
development scenarios on the Proponent's Lac de Gras claims block. The Proponent
should therefore discuss the potential for further development on its Lac de Gras claims
block. The discussion should include such possibilities as the exploration and
development of new kimberlite pipes, increasingthe capacity of the on-site ore
processing plant, alternative locations for a diamond concentrate processingplant and
establishment of new communities.
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EIS GUIDELINEREQUIREMENTS:
12.1 Alternatives (future,development)

Guideline Paragraph - 1204

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 3.2
Open
Pit
and
Underground
Vol. I, Sec. 3.3
Vol. I, Sec. 3.4
Vol. I, Sec. 3.7
Vol, I, Sec. 3.8
Vol. I, Sec. 3.10

Mining

Backfilling of Open
Pits
Plant Site Location
Alternative
Tailings
Disposal
Power
Generation
Options
Future Development

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to conform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent does not evaluate locationsfor a diamond concentrate processing plantor the
establishment of new communities as outlined in the Guidelines.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information providedby the Proponent is adequate.
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13.0

INFORMATION programs AND PUBLIC involvement
In this sectionofthe

1301
a)

has beeninformedaboutProjectdevelopment;

b)hasbeenconsultedduring

c)

EIS, the Proponentshouldexplain how thepublic:

the preparation of the ies; and,

if the Project is approved and goes ahead, how the public may contribute to Project
implementation including the designof monitoring programs and managementplans.

1302

TheProponentshouldprovide a detailedconsultationplanthatidentifiesissuestobe
and the process
discussed with each community, including potential land-use conflicts
and techniques by which the Proponent will engagein dialogue with the communities to
identify and to address community concerns. Documentation of all public consultations
should be provided.

1303

Planstomaintaincommunicationsand
working relationshipswiththeaffected
of
communities, aboriginal organizations and government agencies throughout the life
the Project should be described in general terms. The intent of this communications
plan would be to involve these groups in monitoring, identifying and working toward
reduction of adverse physical, biologicalor socio-economic effects, and enhancement
of positive effects.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
13 .O Information Programs and Public Involvement

Guideline Paragraph - 1301

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0

Communications Program and PublicInvolvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed to be in conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provided sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the Proponent is adequate.
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EIS GUIDELINE REQUIREMENTS:
13.OInformation Programs and Public Involvement
Guideline Paragraph - 1302

I
I

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0

Communications Program andPublicInvolvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent to this specific Guideline is deemed toconform in part.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has not provided enough information on the specific request to explain "the
process and techniques" to address community concerns.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided does not outlinea specific processor the techniques used within the
public consultation plan for dealing with community concerns. The Proponent simply suggests
that they will respond.

I
I
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EIS GUIDELINE requirements
13.0 Information Programs andPublic Involvement

Guideline Paragraph - 1303

EIS REFERENCE & TITLE:
Vol. I, Sec. 5.0

CommunicationsProgramandPublicInvolvement

Conformity:
The response by the Proponent is deemed to bein conformity.

Quantitative Analysis:
The Proponent has provide sufficient information.

Qualitative Analysis:
The information provided by the proponent is adequate, althoughno specific "communications
plan" is articulated.
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